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ABSTRACT

This study examined the role of the Winnipeg Jewish

community in its three year effort to incorporate its
schools under one central administrative body, the Winnipeg

Board of Jewish Education. Theories of policy analysis vrere

used as a framework to analyze the process of policy forma-

tion.

An historical account of the community's schools and of

its main representative, the l^linnipeg .rewish community

council, was presented in order to understand the background

of the policy decision. The issuesr âctors and their
resources $rere ídentified. Finally Jennings' cyclical
process moder was used to describe and analyze the process

involved in the formation and imprementation of this policy.

Information was gathered through interviews. The repu-

tational technique was used to identify potential inter-
viewees. Actors were interviewed from both sides of the

i ssue .

It was found that the policy to form a Board of Jewish

Education was based on historic precedent. The Jewish

community was continually trying to unify its schools. The

success of the community in implemenlation of the policy vras
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Jennings' model for policy analysis was useful
framework for analysis. rt arrowed for the anarysis
explained in three cycles, the implementation of one

becoming the initiation of the next.
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severaL implications of the community's policy on

Jewish education in winnipeg $rere suggested. The schools

will probably deverop into a homogeneous system with the

ultimate loss of the schools abirity to maintain their
ideologies. Also, the nature of the schoor system will be

affected by the rore which the Board of Jewish Education
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Chapter I

NÀTURE OF THE STUDY

NÀTURE OF THE STUDV

Bac kground to the Studv

Jew i sh

community of

obl i gatory :

education has been a prime

Vlinnipeg. Àccording to

concern of the Jewish

Jewish law, study is

Tt is a positive commandment of the Torah to studyTorah...therefore every Jewish person is so oblilgated, whether rich or poor, healthy or sickly,youthful or venerable; even a door to door beggãror a husband and f at.her. He must f ix a t ime 
- iorTorah study, day or night...and one who is

completely incapable of study shall assist others
who do study and it will be reckoned for him as
though he himself had studied.
Until when is_a man obligated to study? UntiI the
day he dies[1].

From its beginnings, the winnipeg Jewish community has

taken upon itself the task of supporting its own educational
institutions[2]. It has been their aim to make a Jewish

education availabre to any Jewish chird regardless of
his/her financiar background. The task of coordinating this
effort has farlen upon the winnipeg Jewish community council
(w;cc).

1
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The form, nature, and survival of its schools refrect
the colorful history of the winnipeg Jewish community. The

various ideological groupings of the community have created
their oe¡n schoors reflecting individual philosophies ranging

from traditional r oFthodox education to progressive

socialistf non-religious education[3]. often schoors rvourd

be formed in opposition to the ideologies of another schoor,

or those of simirar ideologies would unite onry to separate

again.

These various schooLs had, in the past years, stabi-
lized to four day schools at the start of this studyl4].
one l¡as a traditional orthodox Hebrew religious school
(tarmud Torah), one the comprementary high school (,:oseph

wolinsky collegiate), one a conservative Hebrew religious
school (Ramah), and the last a yiddish progressive school
(r. L. Peretz).

rn 1977 the decision v¡as made by the W,JCC, and finally
agreed to by each of the schoors, to unify under one admin-

istrative body: the Board of Jewish Education (s¿n)" under

the administration of this Board the schoors were to retain
their individual ideologies but l¡ere to be combined for
administrative procedures. The BJE became a working entity
in 1 980 leaving in its wake angry community members who did
not want to rerinquish control of their schools to a

centralized board.
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Siqnif icance of the Studv

This thesis is significant for severar reasons. First,
it adds knowredge to the history of Jewish education in
winnipeg, Manitoba. rt wirr be comprementary to and a

continuaLion of Harvey H. Herstein's M.Ed. thesis "The

Growth of the winnipeg Jewish community and its Educational
rnstitutions", 1964. This study wirl document the time span

between 1964 and 1980.

Second, this thesis provides the Winnipeg Jewish

community council with a record of its actions. The wJCC,

acting in the role of public poricy maker, utirized various
tactics in order to change an important community institu-
tion. The Jewish community can examine how the winnipeg

Jewish community council used its politicar resources in
order to effect the change.

Third, this thesis adds to the literature of policy
anarysis by using a specific moder for policy anarysis
(Jennings' cyclical process moder) and by relating it to a

specific case of policy formation.

PurÞose of the Studv

The purpose of this study was to analyze and describe
the reasons for and the political processes involved in the

formation of the winnipeg Board of Jewish Education. rn

order to do so, five research questions were posed:



1.

system?

,4
What was the history of the Winnipeg Jewish Schoo1

What has been the historical role of the ltinnipeg

community towards its schools?

2

Jew i sh

3

Board

poI icy

4

making

5

Jew i sh

. What vrere the issues

of Jewish Education?

decision? How vras it

Lhat led to the creation of the

Who vsas influential in this
accompl i shed?

. WhaL points of conflict occurred in the policy
process ?

What implications wilI the policy decision have on

education in Winnipeg?

METHODOLOGY

Framework for Analys i s

The formation of the winnipeg Board of Jewish Education
(s.lu) was a public policy decision. Àccording to Ànderson,

policy is "a purposive course of action followed by an actor
or set of actors in dealing with a probrem or matter of
concern. "[5] A policy becomes public when a governmental

body develops the policy. The winnipeg Jewish community can

be viewed as a sub-community of the greater winnipeg commu-

nity. This sub-community has formed its olrn governmentar

structures , the winn ipeg Jewi sh commun i ty counc i 1 . The !,ucc

collects monies from the members of the Jewish community and
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redistributes them to the various organizations that it
serves. The members of the Jewish community, through their
organízations and by privelege of their donations, elect the
members of the winnipeg Jewish community council_ and recog-
nize the council as the governing agent of the winnipeg
Jewish community. Therefore the decision by the wJcc to
create the Board of Jewish Education was a public poricy of
the I.Tinnipeg Jewish community.

Decision making and policy formation is a continual
process. It cannot be isorated from its historical setting
since poricy formation is often the resurt of an historical
event. The policy decision to form a Board of Jewish

Education is a result of the historical influences of the
winnipeg Jewish community on its school system. It is
necessary, therefore, that the history of the Jewish school
system and its relationship to the community be incorporated
into the analysis of this system.

what purpose will a policy anarysis of this sort serve

unless is is plaeed in its historical context? Not only
does this thesis provide an examination of a public poricy,
but also an historical document which might guide future
action. According to Hayden white, the "task of the histo-
rianrr is

les s
than
past
sible

to remind men of their obligation to
to force upon them an ahrareness of
could be used to effect an ethicaLl
transition from present to future[6

the past
how the
respon-v

l
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It is the objective of this study to intertwine lhe

methods of the policy analyst with those of the historian.
The policy analyst is faced with a variety of melhods and

models from which to choose. By concentrating on severar

key areas, the analyst can try to insure that the study

remains objective, but this is further influenced by
t'conceptual lenses " ,

What we see and judge to be important and accept
as adequate depends not only on the evidence but
also on the "conceptual lenses" through which we
look at the evidence [ 7 ] .

Àccording to Ralph, the abundance of moders for policy anal-
ysis can be classified into two areas, which by their
natures change the conceptual lenses[8]. These models can

be divided into those that look at decision and policy
making as a rational, orderly process and those that view it
as a po1 i t ical act ivi ty which impl ies the ef forts of

interest groups to influence the outcome of a policy by

bargaining. Each area contains various moders which the

analyst can use, each of which cont,ains limitations and a

different conceptual framework. Rarph argues that no one

approach is adequate to explain the whole process in policy
making but the use of an eclectic approach wourd provide the

analyst with a more complete view of the policy process,

thereby widening the spector of the conceptual lens. He

described seven approaches to policy anarysis each of which

allows the anaryst to concentrate on different aspects

reguired in an analysis.



The Svstems Aoor oach

orderly fashion in which a

forces brought to bare on

the system is limited, it
the various parties of the

each other.

The Democratic

maker subject to the

7

views policy making in â very
policy decision is the result of

a political structure. Àlthough

emphasizes the need to identify
process and how they relate to

The Rational Approach looks at policy formation as an

intellectual process embedded in a social and political
process which must be understood in terms of the past,
present, and future[9] thereby providing the need for the
recounting of the historical context from which the policy
arose.

The Formal Approach regards the policy makers as heads

of formal organizations. rn this instance it will be shown

that the poricy makers vrere at the head of the organization.

In the Barqaininq Approaches, models tend to emphasize

the interests of the actors as an important consideration in
their actions. The political barqaininq approach puts the
process in an arena in which the various actors pursue

varying goals with varying resources. Ðecisions are the
result of the bargaining process. This approach emphasizes

the need for identifying the goars or interests of the
actors and the specification of their resources.

Barqaininq typology makes the decision
control of the electorate. This type



will have

this study

response to

in this study

not about to

the policy makers

their positions

no use

were

STNCE

Iose

I
in

in
the outcome.

Pleural i st ic Bargaininq character i zes

as trying to respond to the interests of all
to the policy makers by interest groups is
power is exerted by a few 1eaders in each

groups rather than the whole group.

in i t iat ion. The

over a si tuat ion.

process begins

It is decided

the policy maker

groups. Access

important. The

of the interest

with dissatisfaction
who will be listened

rdeoloqical Barqaininq characterizes the poricy maker

as someone who acts according to his ovrn vafue system. He

acts according to his own vaLues. This describes the
reasons for the stands of many of the actors in the poricy
making process for a Board of Jewish Education.

Ralph concludes that Jennings' cycrical process model

incorporates portions of each of these models. Therefore,
this moder will be used to exprain the process of policy
formation by the winnipeg Jewish community council. rt
incorporates an ecl-ectic viewpoint which is easily under-
stood and comprehensive of Lhe policy making process.

Jennings' model i s constructed of six overrapping
stages. Each stage asks different questions which face the
policy maker:

1
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¿.

to and when out of the many voices who wilr have an

opLnron.

Reform Iation of Opinion. Opinions are gathered and

begin to crystallize around certain points. views by

various individuals and organizations are consoli-
dated. Some opinion gathering and opinion making may

be begun. Response may be tested at this point but
carries the risk of preempting other choices and

denying alternatives.
emersence of alternatives. solutions to the problem

are put forward. Acceptable changes have been

discussed and the poricy makers set forth the one or
more choices available. Dissatisfied groups may set
forth alternate proposars. At this point the policy
makers must decide whether to consider other alterna-
tives or to continue on with what they have.

discussion and debate. rhis stage characterizes the
whole process. Definate policy proposars are stated.
Interest groups mobilize to influence the policy
makers. Points of confrict may occur and bargaining
and negotiating hetp in the process of consent

building.
leqitimization, one policy is regisrated. Fairure
to legisl-ate means a return to Stage 3 or 4.

Implementation. The policy is put into effect.

3

4

5

6.
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ident i fyThese

several- key

various models deem

points in the policy
it necessary to

making process:

1. the issue or issues which produced dissatisfaction;
this can be colored by the position from which the question
is consideredtl0l.

2. the actors who were influentiar in the process

along with their interests: "Àn 'infruentiaf is a person

or an organization that initiates alternatives, affects the
outcome r or vetoes proposals of others in the settlement of
an issue."[11]

3. the resources used and availabre by the actors to
influence and achieve the desired outcome:

The achievement of any group's goals depends uponits role within the total way of life of tf,e
community - including agreement among a substan-tial portion of the membership of tfre communitythat they should continue to exist as a commu-nity... insofar as groups are organized, they arestructures of .povrer... organized groups representa concentration of resources of vaiious kinds
toward the rearization of poritical infruencell2l.

Resources are what is avairable to the actors in order to
achieve a goa]-. The power of an organized group is a

resource in itself. Authority is also a resource when used

as threat of punishment or reward in order to obtain a

desired result[13].

4. the outcome. The outcome can be considered by its
impact on the status quo. The question must be asked what

kind of a change does it make? e "real" change may not be



perceived by the anaryst but the "symbolic impact" may

the important factor in the outcome how does it affect
perceptions of the policyllql?

11

be

the

Research Procedures

This thesis utilized various sources of information.
The historical daLa were gathered from severar praces. Two

works encapsurate the history of the winnipeg Jewish commu-

nity and Jewish education from its beginningas untir 19642

Arthur À Chiel's, The Jews in Manitoba and an M.Ed. thesis
by Harvey H. Herstein, "The Growth of the winnipeg Jewish

communiLy and the Evolution of its Educational
Institutions. "

rnformation on the Jewish community and its schools
from Herstein's study to 1977 l¡as found in the Manitoba

Àrchives. The two community newspapers, The western Jewish

News and Lhe Jewish Post, were valuable sources of informa-
tion.

The majority of information concerning the poricy
making process was gathered by personar interviews.
rnterviewees were selected by the reputational technique as

being knowredgeable of the poricy process. An attempt was

made to interview equal numbers of people from each of the
various interest groups. Documents and newspaper reports
herped determine some interviewees. others lrere named by



the interviewees during the

policy making process.

12

interview as active in the

Each interview lasted 45 minutes to one hour and

consisted of a pre-determined rist of questions. often the
answer to one question would ansvrer several others. At

times the interviewer would interject a question in order to
clarify a point or to ericit information which was partic-
ular to that person. Most of the interviews were taped and

subsequently transcr ibed.

The interviewees v¡ere asked to provide documents rele-
vant to the topic. These incruded copies of the Task Force

Report, rnterim Board Report, some minutes of meetingsr âS

werl as documents to help exprain the administrative process

of the WJCC and the Interim Board.

Definitions

Jewish Education: "rt is the positive commandment of
the Torah to study Torah."[1s] rnis commandment to study the
laws of the Bible is the basis for Jewish education. Jewish

studies incrude the Bible, Tarmud, synagogue and religious
ritual, history, culture, laws, and Hebrew. rt is the obli-
gation of the Jewish community to insure that arl chirdren
are offered a Jewish education. Today this can be achieved
through various types of organizaLional settings.
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Niqht School: A Jewish school which meets after the

public schools have finished for the day. Tt meets everal

evenings each week for two to three hours each session. The

curriculum is devoted exclusively to Jewish subjects.

Ðay School: A full day parochial school which attempts

to provide a fuIl Jewish as well as secular curriculum in

the course of a normal school day. Half of the day is
devoted to secular studies. AIl of the schools discussed in

this thesis are of this type.

Hebrew: The ancient language of the Jewish people. It
is the Holy Language and is still used for prayer and study

in its original form. By the time of the destruction of the

Second Temple in 70 4.D., Hebrew had been replaced by other

dialects as the commonly spoken language. Although not a

part of daily speech, Hebrew remained an important part of

Jewish life. The formation of the State of IsraeL vras â

major force in modernizing Hebrew and remaking it into a

living tongue. This modernization is what distinguishes
Modern Hebrew from Biblical Hebrev¡. Modern Hebrew is the

daily spoken language of the State of Israel.

Yiddish:

and written in

spoken language

Europe.

À German dialect mixed with Hebrew phrases

Hebrew characters. It became the commonly

of most of the Jews from Germany and Eastern
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Ivrit Brlvrit: Learning Hebrew through Hebrew. A

styre of teaching Hebrew in which the teacher only speaks

Hebrew in the classroom, immersion style. This technique is
used to teach Hebrew in the schools of this study.

Yiddish Progressive School: A school in which the

gene ra I 1ylanguage

secular,

of instruction is yiddish. It is
national and left-wing socialistll Gl.

Hebrew

language of

on Hebrew.

Reliqious School:

instruction is Hebrew

The curriculum emphasiz

sc hooi- i n wh i ch the

the emphasis is placed

religious subjects.

À

or

e5

Limitations and Delimi at i ons

This investigation
to the need to obtain

this investigation was

interviewees.

by several factors. Due

by personal interviews,

the candidness of the

was limited
informat,ion

1 imi ted by

There are several Jewish schoors in winnipeg, Manitoba,

This study was limited to the four day schools that come

under the jurisdiction of the winnipeg Board of Jewish

Education¡ Talmud Torah, Joseph worinsky collegiate, Ramah,

and r' L" Peretz school. Arthough other schoors may be

mentioned, they were not the object of study.

This study vras also rimited to the time period 1g6q to
1981. The history of Jewish education in !{innipeg before
this time v¡as thoroughly covered by Herstein.
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OUTLTNE OF THE STUDY

This thesis contains five chapters.

Chapter I is an introduction to the problem. It
contains the purpose, key questions, significance, framework

for anarysis, research procedures, definitions, rimitations
and delimitations of the study.

Chapter II is a background to the problem. This

chapter contains a brief review of the history of Jewish

education in winnipeg until the mandate for a Task Force

which recommended the creation of the Board of Jewish

Education. This chapter also rooks at the history and func-
tion of the winnipeg Jewish community council. This is
important since the WJCC was instrumentar in the creation of
the Winnipeg Board of Jewish Education.

chapter Irr describes what actuarry happened in the

creation of the winnipeg Board of Jewish Education. rt
discusses the beginning of the process, with the creation of
a Task Foree to look at the various problems with the

schools, the recommendations of the Task Force, the creation
of an lnterim Board of Jewish Education to derimit the work-

ings of an actuar Board, the report and recommendatíons of
the Tnterim Board, the administrative structure of the BJE

and, finarry, community response to the BJE. This chapter
is restricted to historicalry documenting the process of
creating the Winnipeg Board of Jewish Education.
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Chapter IV is an analysis of the process of the commu-

nity to form Lhe winnipeg Board of Jewish Education using

Jennings' cyclical process model. It wilr be an explanation

of r.¡hy the Board was created. rt will attempt to answer the

guestions; what were the probrems and how were they sorved?

what were the interests of the various actors? what points
of conflict occurred in the implementation of the poricy?

what compromises resulted?

Chapter ! contains a summary, conclusion, and implica-
tions. It asks the questions: what concrusions emerged

from this study? what implications will this poricy have on

Jewish education in the future for Winnipeg?
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Chapter T I

THE HISTORY OF THE WTNNTPEG JEWISH SCHOOL SYSTEM

T ION

This chapter will review the history of the Winnipeg

Jewish schools from the beginning of the winnipeg Jewish

community untiL 1977, the start of the discussions that
resulted in the creation of a unified Jewish school system,

the winnipeg Board of Jewish Education (sJe). The BJE pres-

ently consists of an amalgamation of four schoors: the r.
L. Peretz Folk School, the Ta1mud Torah Hebrew School, the

Ramah Hebrew schoor, and the Joseph wolinsky collegiate.
Each of these schools has played its part in the cororful
history of Jewish education in !,linnipeg. Each school has

maintained an individuar philosophy and ideology which has

helped its development through the years.

This discussion of the history of the Jewísh schoors

will be a brief summary of Jewish educational deveropment in
winnipeg. A comprehensive narrative of winnipeg's Jewish

educationar history can be found in "The Growth of the

Jewish community and the Evolution of its Educati.onal

Institutions", by Harvey H. Herstein, 1964. Àrthur A Chiel
presents a less comprehensive accounting of the development

19
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of the Jewish school system in The Jews l¡ Manitoba: A

Soc ia1 Hi sLory 1961. This chapter will attempt to fill IN

the historical gap between the dates of these works and the

event with which this thesis is concerned, t,he creation of

the Winnipeg Board of Jewish Education.

This chapter will also discuss the Winnipeg Jewish

community council (w¡cc), the major actor in the creation of

the BJE. This organization is relatively new in the

winnipeg Jewish community and is the resurt of the merger of

the Jewish welfare Fund and t,he canadian Jewish congress in
1974. The welfare Fund has traditionally subsidized the

schools. This function has been taken over by the WJCC,

thereby continuing the tradition of the community to attempt

to provide a Jewish education for every Jewish child. Àn

understanding of the reasons to form a unified schoor system

wourd be incomplete without an understanding of this impor-

tant communit,y institution.

THE PERIOD UP TO 1 9OO

The Winnipeg Jewish community has a long history. The

first Jews arrived in Manitoba with the earry fur trade[1].
They came as traders of furs and suppriers of provisions.
Most of them worked out of large trade centers such as st.
Paul, Montreal, Chicago, and New york. ft was not until
1877 that lhe first permanent Jewish settrers arrived in
Manitoba. They came from the pennsylvania area. By 1Bg1
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there were thirty-three Jewish families in Manitoba, twenty-
one of which settled in Winnipegl2J. The settlers sought to
enculturate themselves into the larger community and sought

to emurate the practices of the larger popuration. Although

they shared a common faith, it was not until yom Kippur, the

Day of Atonement, 1897, that the community was abre to
organize itserf for a common prayer service. After this
d.y, t,hey were able to collect enough money for a Torah (a

sacred scroIl) but they still were not abre to hold weekry

sabbath services. rn June, 1891, a Reverend Abraham

Benjamin arrived from New orleans and began to organize the

community and serve as its Rabbi. His duties included

teaching the children an elementary knowledge of Hebrew[3].

The year 1882 marks the date of the first major lrave of

Russian-Jewish immigration. rmmigration was spurred on by

the increased number of pogroms in Russia. Twenty-four

Jewish immigrants arrived in Winnipeg on May 26, 1gg2

followed by 247 more six days rater[4]. The winnipeg Jewish

community banded together to herp the new immigrants find
work, housing, and food. This marks the community's first
attempt at philanthropy.

The Russian immigrants brought with them their tradi-
tions of community. Their l-ives in Russia had been centered

around the synagogue. The synagogue vras the center of
prayer and education. rt vras also the social meeting place

of the Jewish community. The immigrants found winnipeg to
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The re f ore

and study

To the nev¡ immigrants, the f irst major concern after
providing a livlihood¡ wâs the education of their young in
the traditions of Judaisml5]. As their tradition would have

it, "they accepted the principle that I as in the past, the

task of transmitting to their youth the heritage of their
fathers was the responsibilitv of the Jewish community."

This sense of responsibility towards education was to remain

the major theme of Jewish education in winnipeg that
resulted in the creation of the winnipeg Board of .lewish

Education in .1980.

until the community was able to establish schoors,

education was to take the form of instruction through a

melamedr ârì itinerant, private Hebrew teacher who taught the

children in the home after public school. Hebrew instruc-
tion could arso be found in a cheder , a private school that
was fashioned after those of the same type in Eastern

nurope[61. Neither form of instruction was abre to compe-

tently perform the required job.

The pre-1882 community was not interested in providing
a Jewish education for their chirdren. They were more

interested in estabrishing and assimirating themselves into
the general vtinnipeg community. They lrere satisfied with
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the f ree, securar education that their chiidren r.rere

receiving in the public schoor system. rt was the Russian
Jews who wished to supplement the secular studies with a

Jewish education[7]. In 1gB3 the English speaking Ìeaders
of Beth-El congregation established a sabbath School (most

likely fashioned after the local church sunday schools)
staffed by volunteer teachers. rnstruction in Bibre and

Jewish History was given in Engrish to a group of fifty
students of varying ages. The schoor was werr. organized and
instituted a system of public oral examinations. But the
sabbath school was sLirr inadequaLe to transmiL the .lewish
her i tage.

In 1891 the successor to Beth-El Congregation, the
shaarey Zedek synagogue, intensified its efforts to improve
its school with the employment of a furl time teacher who

had a fine Hebrew and general education. He conducted two
daily crasses for thirty-nine chirdren. The school was

successful" until he decided to reave two years later and the
school decrined for various reasons: the inabirity to main-
tain quarified teachers at low sal-aries; the rack of finan-
cial support for the schoor; inadequate facilities; the
inability to attract the mass of Jewish chirdren, most
likety because of parents' inability to pay; and the reluc_
tance of the shaarey zedek congregation to subsidize the
school out of synagogue fundsIg].
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This time period in the history of Jewish education in
winnipeg can be characterized as a period of minimar Judaic
instruction. The mass of Jewish children were receiving
little or no Jewish instruction. Those chirdren, whose

parents were desirous of and abre to pay for a Jewish educa-

tion, were generally receiving inadequate instruction from

unqualified teachers. Nor was the Jewish community finan-
cia1ly supporting the maintenance of its educational insti-
tutions. The immigration wave of the 1g90's brought about
new pressures of the winnipeg Jewish community to provide an

adequate Jewish education for its children.

THE DEVELOPMENT OF TODÀV'S SEFI LS 1 900-1 96s

The Board of Jewish Education is composed of the repre-
sentatives of four constituent schools: the Talmud Torah,
Joseph wolinsky coJ-1egiate, Ramah, and peretz school. since
1900 many schoors had been formed in the Jewish community.
Many of them had arso faired for one reason or another
leaving these four schoors to form the nucreus of the BJE.

This section wirr be limited to tracing Lhe deveropment of
these four schools. The reader who wishes more information
about the other schoors should refer to Herstein, 1964.

The Talmud Torah and peretz schools were the ordest of
the Jewish schools, having been formed in the early 1900's.
They thrived as competitors, each with its distinctly
different view of what a Jewish education shoutd entail.
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and

to

The Joseph Wolinsky Collegiate and Ramah Schools were

relative newcomers on the scene, both formed after World War

II. Although Ramah is not deeply steeped in tradition,
Joseph Wolinsky has been aligned with the Talmud Torah

sharing the same ideology, administration, and school board.

This fact affected the position Joseph ltolinsky took toward

the concept of a unified board and the reactions of the

other schools towards its designation as a separate school.

This will be discussed further in succeeding chapters.

Talmud Torah

By the late 1890's a new wave of Jewish immigrants from

Romania had reached Winnipeg, increasing the number of

Jewish children who were receiving no Jewish education[9].
At the same time the Shaarey Zedek Hebrew School v¡as floun-
dering. A layman, H. L. Weidman, advocated the establish-
ment of a Hebrew school modeled on the type of Talmud Torah

school that v¡as being developed in the United States.

The Talmud Torah Schools in the United States were

generally established by synagogues whose main aim was to
provide a Jewish education for children of the poor. These

schools generally met after the seeular sehool day. They
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hrere organized in classes and grades and employed competent

teachers.

Mr. Weidman proposed a school of this type and said

that "it should be a communal institution and should welcome

all Jewish children, whether or not parents are abre to
pay."[10] He approached shaarey Zedek with his proposars and

in 'l 90.1 a school l¡as started with the hiring of a principal
and teacher for forty children[11]. À buirding v¡as needed

and funds were collected by voruntary subscription to build
on a vacant lot adjoining the Shaarey Zedek Synagogue. The

building was completed in November, 1902, and was named the

King Edward school. The building contained "two froors,
with four crassrooms, office, and committee room on the

first f1oor, and an assembly ha11 upstairs."[12]

The school continued successfully for several years,

offering an orthodox program of Jewish studies. rt vras not

long before the Zionist erement of the school- became dissat-
isfied with the orthodox nature of the schoor and wished

their children to learn Hebrev¡ as a living language rather
than just for prayer, and to stress Zionism as a vray of

life. rn 1906 the Zionist group broke avray from the King

Edward school to start their own congregation and schoor,

the B'nai zion Hebrew School.

The B'na í Zions Hebrew School attracted many students

Ivrit B'Ivrit, Hebrew through Hebrevr,with their program of
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and a Zionist orientation. The school was also located in
the heart of the relocating Jewish community. By 1907 the

school realized that it could not afford to look after bhe

needs of the growing school population and decided to share

the responsibility of providing Jewish education with the

whole communityIla]. Through Chief Rabbi Israel
Kahanovitch's support, the Winnipeg Hebrew Free

School-Talmud Torah was formed in 1907 in a building on the

corner of Dufferin Avenue and Ai kens Street with 1 50

students and four teachers[14].

Before long this school also lras too small and through

extensive fund-raising efforts a building lras completed in

the spring of 1913 on the corner of Flora Avenue and charles

Street. It $¡as a spacious building with facilities for many

community activities and became "the heart of the Winnipeg

Jewish community. " [ -1 
5 J

Throughout the succeeding years the TaImud Torah opened

many branches throughout the city to follow the moving

Jewish population and to be able to serve its goals of

providing a Jewish education to all children. By April 1919

"the school had an enrollment of 675, employed 12 teachers,

and had six grades divided into twenty classes."[16] ft¡e

school provided an orthodox curriculum of Hebrew language,

grammar, composition, BibIe, Jewísh History, Hebrew titera-
ture and poetry, Jewish holidays, and traditions. The

program was "designed to inculcate in the children a



national spírit and pride in their
the school erected a new building
Magnus Avenue housing only part

tion[18].
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reIigion."l17 I rn 1921

on Andrews Street and

of the school popula-

The Talmud Torah decided to raunch a day school in 1g4a

which wourd provide the children with a maximum Hebrew

education while avoiding the doubre-road which an after
school program provided[19]. rn 1gs2 the present building
was erected on Matheson Avenue and powers street in west

Kirdonan with an addition erected in 19s4. Arl the North
End branches moved into the new buirding at this t,ime,

centralizing the school in the new center of North End

Jewish settlement. The 1956 day schoor enrorlment was 400

chi ldren .

Throughout the years Talmud Torah l¡as often beset with
financiar difficurties. Many parents courd not afford to
pay f or their chil-d's Jewish education and many others who

coul-d afford it vrere reluctant to pay. They fert that the
community should support the school. Eaeh time a financial
crisis hit the school, the Tarmud Torah went to the commu-

nity for support and received it. rn 193g Lhe Jewish

welfare Fund started subsidizing the educational program[20]

and has continued this function in its present form as the
Winnipeg Jewísh Community CounciI.
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l Peretz FoIk School

The I. L. Peretz Folk School vras the creation of a

L

group

imbued

of Russian-Jewish immigrants to Winnipeg who came

with the ideals of socialism. These immigrants came

with several different ideological groupings:

Ideologically they could be divided into two major
camps with a variety of splinter groups. The
Labour Zionists combined in their philosophy the
tenet of Zionism, namely, a return of Jews to a
homeland in Palestine, with a socialist orienta-
tion; that is a redemption of Zion through the
ideals of collective ownership, self-labour, and
non-exploitation of man by fellow man. The
Socialist-Territorialists or Bundists believed in
Jewish cultural autonomy within a socialist state
wherever such a condition was possible. The
educational philosophy of both groups negated
traditionalJudaism and espoused a humanistic,
secular set of values. with this as their frame
of reference they aligned themselves as critics of
the Talmud Torah's traditionatist curriculum and
sought to esLablish a school which would transmit
their two-fold ideology: loyalty to the Jewish
people and identification with the struggle for
socialisml2ll.

They believed that Yiddish should be the language of study

Yiddish was "the language of the

and should be taught to "spread

rather than Hebrew because

masses" of European Jewry

the socialist message ." l22l

The Yiddishists formed many clubs and organizations of

their own, one of which, the yiddisher yugend Farein, a

literary, curturar crub, set as its goar the establishment

of a Yiddish school in 1 91 1 [ 23]. The group started
collecting funds and plans were laid for the estabrishment

of the schoor. on May 18, 1914 the school opened its doors
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as the National Radical school with fourteen pupils in spite
of protests from the orthodox community that no religion was

to be taughL and the language of instruction was to be

Yiddish[24].

rn 1915 the school occupied quarters in a renovated

building on MacKenzie and pritchard, had an enrolment of
ninety children, and renamed itself the r. L. peretz school

after a well-known Yiddish author who died that year. The

school offered a curriculum of yiddish reading, writing,
composition, Iiterat,ure, and Jewish history. Hebrew

language was also taught. The spirit of .lewish customs and

holidays were stressed rather than the 1aw[251,

The school supporters were made up of a coalition of
the various viddishist groups. The coarition $¡as not stable
and several- spr inter groups broke of f to f orm the i r ovrn

schools. This reft the control of the r. L" peretz school

under t,he leadership of the Labour-Zionists and

social-Territoriarists. The question of Hebrew in the
curriculum was reluetantly accepted by the
socialist-Territoriarists to a1lay parents' fears that their
boys would not be prepared for bar mitzvahL26l. The peretz

school f inarly moved from rented guarters to i ts own

building on Burrows Àve. in 1917.

1919 aIn

inLo the

group of young

Farein with the

women organized themselves

ideals of starting classesMutter
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for pre-schoor chirdren. They fert that the education of
the Jewish chird shourd begin as earry as possible and they
provided a program that was based on modern methods of
pedagogy, combining the principles of play, work, and

rearning. rn spite of heavy criticism they succeeded and

were looked to as a model for Yiddish kindergarten education
in North America. The following year the Mutter Farein

opened up a day school for its first kindergarten graduates.

This vras the first Yiddish day school in North America. It
was also the first Jewish day schoor for winnipeg and prob-

ably for North Amerícal"27J. The school slowly expanded its
day school program to include seven grades.

The outside Jewish community criticized the day school

for they fert that "it wourd tend to ghettoize the children
separate .lewish children from non-Jewish-- and create

difficulties in adjustment to the gentire world in which the

children would eventually work and rivel2el. Although day

school graduates have had no difficulties in adjusting to
pubric schoors, this concern has persisted over the years so

that many parents today stirl use this reasoning for not

sending their children to day schoors. one result of day

school education can be seen¡ a rarge portion of today's
Jewish community leaders were graduates of these schoors,

especially from Peretz School.

The school

ideological rift
continued successfully

occurred, causing the

until 1930 when

Labour-Z ion i sts

an

to
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f orm thei r ovrn school - the Folk School. The

Labour-Zionists fert that equar emphasis shourd be given to
both Yiddish and Hebrew language and that there shourd be

more emphasis on zionism. rn 1944 the schools reunitied and

renamed themselves the r. L. peretz Folk school. The school

buirt a new structure on Aikens st. closer to the moving

Jewish community. At the same time cl-asses continued in the

old building. As the Jewish community moved into west

Kildonan, PereLz school- forrowed and buirt a branch on

Jefferson Avenue. rn 1967 the school formarized plans to
expand the Jefferson branch and consoridate arl the

branches. January 12, 1969 saw the officiar opening of the

consolidated r. L. Peretz Folk schoor on Jefferson Ave. AIr
the other bui ldings lrere sold.

The Peretz school has arways maintained a faithful
forlowing of devoted members upon whom the school could
depend during financial crisis. Even today its school board

is made up of many older members who have historically
helped guide the school and who are firmly committed to the

original ideology. The schoor has been the center for many

social and cultural groups. The Mutter Farein has stiIl
remained active and one branch is presently composed of
women who are in their late 70's and 80's.

Historically the Peretz school was also fraught with
financiar difficulties. rt also clung to the ideal of
making a yiddish education available to all in spite of the
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inability to payl29l. when the Jewish werfare Fund began

subsidizing Jewish educational institutions, peretz school

became a beneficiary. originally supprementing little of
its overall budget, this financial source had come to be

depended upon for a large share of its working budget.

.loseph Wol i nskv Co1 1e g iate

The Joseph worinsky corlegiate can be described as the
high school extension of the Talmud Torah. It lras first
opened in 1959 as the day school counterpart to the then

Maimonides college. Maimonides college was a high school

extension of the elementary Hebrew schools. once Jospeh

worinsky became a day school, there v¡as no need for
Maimonides College and it was closed down.

The Joseph wolinsky building was added to the Talmud

Torah building on Matheson Avenue and shared some of its
facilities as well as school board, and, until 1979, a

common principal. The colregiate vras composed of Grades 7

to 12 and carries on the regurar Manitoba eurriculum as werl
as advanced studies in Judaica. rt strives to be the commu-

nity high school but very few graduates transfer to the

collegiate from Ramah or peretz school. This is caused by

distance and the unpreparedness of the sLudents for the

curricul-um.
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The Joseph Wolinsky Collegiate was partially supported

by the Winnipeg Jewish Community Council, but that $ras

fairry recent. Prior to 1969 the welfare Fund only consid-

ered subsidizing Jewish education from Grades 1 to 7. It
refused to subsidize education for pre-school or high

school . Pr ior to support by the t^tJCC, the Collegiate
received financial backing from tuition fees; the Joseph

Wolinsky Foundation, a trust fund set up by Mr. Wolinsky for
the advancement of higher Judaic studies; the Zionist
Educational Trust (znt), a part of the Zionist organization
of cananda, which took as its prime and permanent responsi-

bility the support of the Collegiate, with the condition
that the school's teachings would include zionist phitosophy

and the Renaissance of Modern rsrael; other contributors and

fund raising events. The students ability to pay, ês in the

other schoors, did not determine that student's eligibirity
for admission I 30 I .

The school originally offered a program only up to
Grade 11, with the students entering the public school

system for Grade 12. In 1971 negotiations began with the

Province of Manitoba to open a Grade 12 crass which opened

in September of that year.

Presently Joseph Wolinsky Collegiate has a very smal1

enrolmeni" (230 in 1 980-81 ) . fts facilities are inadequate

and course serection limited because of its small student

body. The school finds it hard to compete with the public



high schools. Its small student body is partly due

inability to accommodate children from Ramah and

School. This is a major concern of the Winnipeg

community and was one of the issues for the move to
lish the Board of Jewish Education and the present

sions to form a centralized, community high school.
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Ramah Hebrew School

Ramah Hebrew school is the result of an amalgamation of

two south End Hebrew schoors Herzria Academy and the

shaarey Zedek Religious school. This merger was brought

about through the urgings of the Jewish welfare Fund in 1963

from its concept of a community school. One year laLer,
Herzlia Academy pulled out of the merger.

Herzlia Academy opened in 1954 as the result of the

merger of a branch of the Tarmud Torah and a branch of the

Peretz school located in River Heights. rt did not take

long for the Talmud Torah Hebrew curricurum to override the
ñ---!- ñ-L^^1 I 

- 
rt: -l-rJ -lr.ereL¿ rurreur. s r'rq(fl:iIr program. 'I'ne scnooi Cleclcled to

build its own schoor buirding in spite of the efforts of the

werfare Fund to get Herzria to merge with shaarey Zedek and

arso wished to estabrish a synagogue congregation within the

building. The building was opened in September, 1955 at
Brock Ave and F1eet St[31 ].
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HerzIia became a beneficiary of the WeLfare

establishing itself as a branch of the Talmud

again the Welfare Fund tried to negotiate a

Herzlia and Shaarey Zedek but failed.

Tn 1963 negotiations were successfur for the merger of

the two school-s with their taking the name Ramah Hebrew

school. The name was guite appropriate since the Hebrew

word "ramah" means "heightt' both for River "Heights" and as

faith for the high leveI of Jewish education Ramah school

wourd provide. The new school was located in the shaarey

Zedek School building as well as Herzlia's building.

The shaarey Zedek congregation had been invorved in
Jewish education since 1900 until the Talmud Torah came into
existance. Afterwards it continued to provide religious
instruction to children of its members[121. The congrega-

tion compreted a new synagogue in 1950 in the south End and

at that time established a three day per week Night schoor.

Because of íncreasing enrolment, a separate facility was

built to house the schoor orr Gr-ar¡t st. and Lanark. Little
did the members realize that this building, built on the

edge of the city limits, surrounded by open field, would

become the center of the south End Jewish community. rn

1959 it opened a day school of two grades, accepting non-

synagogue members on an equal basis[33]. The school flour-
ished providing a program of a conservative, religious char-
acter, teaching Hebrew in the Ivrit B'rvrit method modeled
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of the Hebrew University and employing Israeli
teach cont/ersat i onal Hebrew . The school

six grade day school, nursery, kindergarten, and

at the time of its merger with the Herzlia

On August 22, 1963 the Jewish papers

of the merger between Shaarey Zedek

Herzlia Academy. This time the Welfare

announced the news

Hebrew School and

Fund was successful
in "providing a pattern which might ultimately lead to a

centrarry controlred unified Jewish educational system for
the whole community."[34] This merger can be seen as the
first step of the process which urtimately led to the

creation of the BJE. An editorial in the Western Jew i sh

News noted that

a start has been made, albeit an experimental one,in instituting a unified "tewiêh educationai
system, with the promise of economies designed tocurb. runaway costs without watering down thequality of Jewish educaLion...It is no secret thatthe Jewish Welfare Fund of Winnipeg, which played
a leading role in bringing about the South end
amalgamation, now has its eyes set on Winnipeg's
North End, hoping that ultimately aIl .¡ãwlshschools in Winnipeg will be brought under acentrally controlled unified system[35].

A Ramah school board was set up composed of five members

from shaarey zedek, five from Herzl-ia Academy, and three
ex-officio members of the welfare Fund. The chairman of the

board was the President of the l.Ielfare Fund.

have been for a two year trial basis.

split between thepapers announced a
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partners of Ramah. The Herzria wourd resume the operation

of its pre-nursery/ nursery, kindergarten, and five session

per week night school from Grade 1 to 7. It was not able to
resume operation of i.ts day school without aid from the

welfare Fund "which has promised herp onry to an amalgamated

institution. " [36] According to Israel Zalik, then president

of the Herzlia Academy Executive Board in an article
expressing Herzlia's viewpoint [ 37 ] , the split was due to
several factors:

Disharmony among the top administrative personnel;

The Ramah School Board decided not to re-engage the

entire administration (educational director, prin-
cipa1, and consultant supervisor these posts having

been filIed by the previous administrators of the

original schools) because of staff differences. Only

the educational director was dismissed who was the

Rabbi and previous principal of Herzlia Àcademy. The

other two dismissals vrere prevented by the interven-
tion of Rabbi Aron of Shaarey Zedek. Those two posi-
tions !¡ere of Shaarey Zedek origin;
À1I teachers originally hired by Herzlia Academy v¡ere

di smi ssed;

Rabbi Àron informed the Board that he was assuming

ful] control of Ramah School. The school was not

supposed to be controlled by the synagogues.

1

2

3

4
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so it
operate

Herzlia Academy continued with its pre-school, kindergarten,

and night school programs, re-affiliating itself with Talmud

Torah which helped support it financially.

In September 1980, Herzlia Academy re-established its
day school program with a Grade 1, 2, and 3. It took the

name Torah Àcademy and is completely independent of all
other schools. The school has taken an orthodox position
compared to Ramah's more liberal, conservative approach and

draws many of its students from the North End.

Ramah has continued on as the South End community

school. It is presently the largest of the city's Jewish

schools and was the most financially sound when negotiations

for the BJE began.

THE WINNTPEG JEWISH COMMUNITY COUNCI L

In order to fully understand the events of the years

since the merger of Herzlia Academy and Shaarey Zedek into
Ramah School until the establishment of the Board of Jewish

Education, it is necessary to examine the historical role
that the Jewish Welfare Fund, now the Winnipeg Jewish

Community Council, has taken in the Winnipeg Jewish commu-

nity. The I^¡JCC will be found to have been the major
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the Welfare

participanL

The concept of Jewish communal responsibirity for the

education of its chirdren dates back to the time of the

second commonwealth of ,Judea when "the sanhedrin and Joshua

Ben Gamala established schoors in every town and hamlet of
ancient Judea so children who had no fathers should be abre

to study Torah."[38] ftre f irst community Bureau of Jewish

Education was established in 1910 in New york city in the

"new American democratic tradition" with the ideal that
"education is not a matter of rich and poor, but is the

common concern of all people f or all chil_dren, " l39l ftris
"new Àmerican democratic tradition" devised the Federation

community in order to organize fund raising and community

activities and services. Increasingly various Jewish organ-

ízaLions appeared to the Federations for funding, including
Jewish educational institutions. rn 1917 the New york

Federation decided to incrude Jewish schoors among its
constituent societies. This can be seen to be the first
step of an organized federation-community to assume respon-

sibility for Jewish educational activity[40].

winnipeg has an historical philanthropical tradition by

its Jewish community of which it can be proud. This began

in 1884 with the estabrishment of the Hebrew Benevolent

society which resulted from the need to aid the mighty flood



of immigrants, The Society

to needy families.
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lasted until 1909 giving relief

Many such organizations flourished, each going into the

community to raise funds to help its members. These

included Ladies Aid Societies, the Kishinev Relief Fund, the

United Hebrew Charities, Lhe North End ReIief of Winnipeg,

and the Jewish Welfare Fundl4l l.

Rabbi Kahanovich inspired the creation of the united
Hebrew charities in 1910 as a city-wide relief organization.
rn october, 1914 it combined with the North End Relief of

!{innipeg in order to avoid duplication of services. The new

organization was named the united Hebrew Relief of trinnipeg.

rn 1937 this organization was integrated into the newly

formed.lewish werfare Fund. The Jewish welfare Fund was to
centrarize the collection and distribution of money to needy

organizaLions in the Jewish community. rt was to assess the

needs of the beneficiary organízations and determine their
allottments.

In 1938 the Jewish Welfare Fund accepted the Jewish

schools as its beneficiaries. As the years progressed,

larger proportions of the schoors' budgets were received

from the werfare Fund. The welfare Fund totalty stayed

removed from the schools' ideologies but was concerned with
class size, purchases, teacher's salaries, and budgets.

Letters bets¡een the welfare Fund and Lhe various schools



show a const,ant struggle between the Welfare Fund

schools in the Welfare Fund's efforts to try and

schools to economize. Often monies were promised,

hired, or purchases made by the schools, receiving
Fund approval after the fact.
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and the

get t,he

teache r s

We1 fare

In 1974 the Jewish Welfare Fund and the Canadian Jewish

congress - western Region merged their two separate organi-
zations under one office and administration to form the

I^Tinnipeg Jewish community council "responsibre for planning

and coordinating social and curtural services, as werr- as

continuing one joint fund raising campaign, the combined

,.lewish ÀppeaI ."1421 f¡re Community Council was given the

mandate to "Look over the community, to see what is
happening; how to improve existing services; how to elimi-
nate duprication of services; how to provide for services
not being provided."[43] rt¡is organization considers itself
the spokesman f or the winnipeg .tewish community: "The wJcc

is an umbrella organization and is the centrar community

organization for I{innipeg's 18,000 Jews. The community

council acts as the spokesperson for the Jewish commu-

nity."[44i

The community councir is made up of representatives of

the various community organizations. The deregates to the

Assembly are erected from among the contributors to the

combined Jewish Appeal. From the Delegate Assembly are

elected a 48 member Board of Directors which supervise and
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direct the activities of the five standing committees:

Budget and Allocations, Community Relations, Community

Services, Department of Jewish Education, and Fund Raising

combined Jewish Appeal. A twelve member Executive committee

is elected from the Board of Directors. À11 members of the

Deregate Assembly, Board of Directors, and committees work

on a vorunteer basis for the community. A professional

st,aff of paid employees direct the day to day functioning of

the Council.

The yearly fund raising drive, the Combined Jewish

ÀppeaI, is composed of two parts: funds for the WJCC for
loca1 and national needs and funds for the united rsrael
Àppeal sent to aid Israer. The 1980 Record of donations to
the combined Jewish Appeal showed that 65.4 percent of the

wJcc predges were earmarked for education. The other 34.6

percent l¡ere divided among the other local benef iciary
organ ízat ions. this v¡as a reduction of the education

subsidy since 1978/7 9 in which the schools received 71.4

percent, of the total.

Historically the Jewish Welfare Fund and the Winnipeg

Jewish community council have prayed a centrar role in the

maintenance and funding of the winnipeg Jewish schools. The

agencies have been concerned with the monetary aspects of

the schools. The concept of "centralization" of services
has been evident from earlier attempts at creating a board

of education, and the merger of Herzria and shaarey zedek



into Ramah School.

"centralization" was a

educational scene since

The next section

major issue in

the early 1 960's.
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will show that

Winnipeg's Jewish

THE PERIOD '1 960- 1977

A Bureau of ,Jewish Education

The creation of the winnipeg Board of Jewish Education

was not the first attempt of the winnipeg Jewish community

to try to establish a centralized school system. The

1g47/48 Annual- Report of the Bureau of Jewish Education

dealt with concerns for the upcoming year: a joint regis-
tration campaign, standardized tuition feesr uniform school

records, curriculum, standardized Hebrew and yiddish Tests,

Directors visits, attendence records, centrar and uniform

bookkeeping of all schoors, progress reports of schoors to
be sent to Bureau and discussed, joint chanukah cerebration
of all schools, teachers seminars and licensing, Code of
Teacher Practice, and teacher salary scales, one can see

that the schools and community were attempting to work

together as a single unit.

After the Bureau of Jewish Education a co-ordinating
committee for Jewish Education was established. This

committee had successfulry staged several teacher's confer-
ences for the teachers of all the Jewish schoors. prominent

educators had been brought to winnipeg to speak and seminars

were herd. A letter from A. steinberg, chairman of the
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co-ordinating committee to the president of Tarmud Torah, J.
Margulius on May 31, 1962 indicated the feetings of the
committee to address educational problems other than
teachers conferences. The committee asked for the wirring-
ness of the school to cooperate with the committees deci-
sions "it being crearly understood that no attempt wilr be

made to interfere with the autonomy of any institution as

far as ideology is concerned. " This same concern vras

constantly expressed in the recent creation of the BJE. The

committee indicated nine topics to be deart with in the
1962-63 school term:

1. minimal educational requirements for Bar Mitzvah
qualifications;

2. beginning school age;

3. survey of school transportation;
4. establishing of centrar depot for combined purchases

and distribution of educational aids such as audio-
visual equipment, tape recording, etc.;

5. cl-earing and coordinating adurt educational services;
6. clearing of teacher apprications and establishmenL of

uni f orm salary scal_es;

7. establishment of teacher-Lraining facilities to serve

all groups in Jewish education;
8. exchange of information on facts, curricurum, etc.

with a view to establishing minimum curricula stan-
dards for aII schools;
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9. cooperative purchasing of supplies.

A Study of Jewish Educat i on

In December, 1963 the Jewish Welfare Fund published the

results of a two year survey on Jewish education titled A

Studv of Jewish FIducat i on tn Wínnipeq. The conclusions of
the survey dealt primarily with financiar considerations
facing the schoors. It recommended the establishment of

"community-programmed schools" which was

a Jewish school system patterned after the public
schools. The system would be administered by a
broadly based school board drawn from the various
organizations within the community. WhiIe due
allowances would be made for the curriculum pref-
erences of different groups, one ultimate goal of
the system_would be a reasonable uniformity of
instruction[45].

In the Survey Report, the schools expressed their reac-

tions to the proposed idea of an Educational Authority very

similarly to their latest reactions to the BJE:

Talmud Torah - It doubts whether a communal Jewish
Education 'Supervisory Board' could help to
improve our programs of Jewish education

Peretz School In the matter of a central
'Supervisory Board' for Jewish education, they
indicated that they were prepared to cooperate,
but reserved the right to protect their autonomy
at all times.

Shaarev Zedek - The members of the Shaarey Zedek
Committee expressed the opinion that Winnípeg is
ready for a 'United Community School' . They
believed that, since 75 percent to 80 percent of
the subject matter taught is the same in aII
schools... it shouLd not be difficult to set up a
common core curriculum with some elective
subjects. They indicated that the Shaarey Zedek
would be prepared to accept a standard curriculum
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and to accept supervision from a Bureau of Jewish
Education[46].

The Report recommended t,he establishment of an

Educational Authority as a separate entity of the Welfare

Fund since it could forsee the limits of its ability to
finance Jewish education. It did not recommend the setting
up of a Bureau of Jewish Education with a professional

director due to the increased costs. It recommended the

Educational Àuthority to set up budgets, to supervise

statistics and finances, to implement the Survey Report, t.o

study possible savings through cooperative efforts and to
consult expert advice.

The Report created a storm of criticism in the.lewish
papers. One area of protest was the recommendation to
impose a selection process on students wanting to attend the

schools:

The day school, they feel, cannot admit a1l who
apply, that there should be some process of selec-
tion, and that the desire on the part of parents
in such a program for their children is not really
related to their willingness to pay for it[47].

Reactors felt
with economic

that the Report concerned itself exclusively
considerations and missed the values and

concept of Jewish education.



A osed Merqer for Peretz School and Talmud Torahr

The Schools must accept the

Welfare Fund. (The Welfare

trying to get the schools to

classes into larger ones.)
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class structure of the

Fund was consistently

consol"idate their smaIl

In 1963 the Welfare Fund had succeeded in a merger of

the two South End school-s to form Ramah Hebrew School. In

the winter of 1964/65 the !{elfare Fund turned its attention
to the coordination of classes between Tarmud Torah and

Peretz schools. (Previously Tarmud Torah had housed several

of its classes in empty classrooms at the peretz schoor due

to lack of space in its own buil-ding. ) A committee was

formed but the idea did not succeed. concerns vrere focused

on ideology, supervision, and administration conflicts.
Peretz schoor expressed a fear of failure and the need for a

safe retreat. It felt that a total merger was too risky and

fast and that an experiment shourd be conducted for a few

ccmbined classes and offered their four empty crassrooms on

Aikens st. for the experiment. The school felt that if it
worked the merger could be increased but if it failed
there wourd be a minimum of dislocation[48]. various alter-
native plans put forth vrere rejected by one or both of the

schools and the merger did not come to be.

On January 25, 1965 the Jewish Welfare Fund sent a

letter to the schools stating its proposed conditions for
membership in the Jewish Welfare Fund:

1
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2. There were to be no extra expenditures not stated in
the school budget.

3. Teachers sarary increases were to come from increased

tuition fees.

4. If there is a breech of these conditions the Welfare

Fund will withdraw its support.

In Apri1, 1965 a Board for Jewish Education was estab-
lished by the Jewish welfare Fund "with the broad powers to

coordinate activities of its educational beneficiaries. "1491

It was to be composed of representatives of the schools, the

Jewish Welfare Fund, the Zionist Organization, and the

canadian Jewish congress "in order to obtain broad community

interest and support". This Board in rearity did not have

many powers. rt concerned itself mainly with minor issues

such as the coordination of school carendars, teacher salary
negotiations, the hiring of Israeri teachers, joint chanukah

concerts, and acted as a forum for the various schools to
share their problems,

A ttOne-S chool t' System

The year 1967 saw the beginnings of a two year effort
by the l{elf are Fund to initiate a 'One-Schoo1 System' . A

request vras sent to ar1 of the schools asking for each

schoor to set out their minimum objective and basic aims

upon which to consider basic principles of a one-school

system. Each erementary schoor provided this information.
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Peretz school insisted on a secular approach to the teaching
of all subjects in their curricul-um as werl as the aim to
instil in their children a knowredge and love for modern

Yiddish literature. Talmud Torahr on the other hand,

insisted on an orthodox approach but were wirting to go

along with increased teaching of yiddish language and riter-
ature. Herzlia Academy was involved in the process and

insisted that their membership depended on the membership of
Tarmud Torah. They arso wanted egual representation on the

board from each school, students to be sent to schools on

the basis of area and not on previous loyalty, alr existing
names to be dropped and one new name applied to atl of the
schools, a common curricurum to which proper respect and

treatment to arl of the diverse beliefs in winnipeg are

given, and that it include both day and night schoors.

on october 19, 1967 a Ten-point program of proposals

dearing with the structure of the one-school system was

considered and accepted by the Jewish Welfare Fund:

A Central Board shall be esiablished on which all
schools have an equar number of representatives (g or

4) and the Jewish f.lerfare Fund shall have the same

number of representatives and the combined number

from al-l the schoors. Àrr existing school Boards

shall cease to function.
Each school will have its own p.T.A. which will be

responsible for appointing the representatives from

its school to the School Board.

1

2
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3. The Central School Board will be in charge of all
finances. The schools will close out their bank

accounts. Àr1 collections and disbursements will be

carried out by the Central School Board. No committ-

ments for expenditures will be made except by the

central school Board. A central economic adminis-

trator wirl be appointed to implement the economic

directives of the Central Schoot Board.

4. The central school Board will set down uniform stan-
dards regarding Salaries, Size of Classes, Teachinq

Hours, etc.
5. In the English Department, principal s anð,/or

Vice-Principals will be appointed on the basis of

accepted standards.

6. The Engrish teachers wirl be hired by the school

Board upon the recommendation of each school

Pr i nc ipal .

7. The curricurum in the English Department will be the

curriculum set down by the Department of Education of
rr--iL^l--¡vtd¡l1L9ua ,

8. In the Yiddish and Hebrew Departments, the School

Board will hire a Principal for each school upon the

recommendations of that schooils representatives. rf
there is no serious valid objection, his appointment

ç'i11 be conf irmed.

9. These principals wil-1 recommend to the Board the

hiring and firing of teachers or request the school
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teachi ngBoard to invite
positions if they

10. Each school will
or i entat i on .

appl icat ions for

so desi re.

initially maintain its ideological

Nothing came out of these discussions, maybe

Welf ard Fund vras asking each school to give up

its autonomy. The word "initially" in point

sure to raise a furor in the schools.

because the

too much of

1 0 would be

During November, 1968, the I^Iinnipeg Jewish School

Board, upon the instructions of the Welfare Fund, put into
motion the workings for a seminar to discuss the question of

a one-school sysLem "for the entire community of winnipeg,

to be owned and operated in all respects by the Jewish

I.lelfare Fund on behalf of the Jewish community of
I^linnipeg. " [50 ] rne seminar was to be timited to benef ic iary
schools of the welfare Fund. rt was fert by members of the

schoor Board that the seminar may just recover ground

already covered. rt was suggested that the major purpose

shourd be to ascertain what is and is not acceptable and

realizable. Although ideologicar differences may not be

resolvable, other coordinations may be achieved.

The Seminar on a One-School System was held in
December. on september 8, 1969 the winnipeq Free press

reported the failure of the Jewish schools to unite. The

individual schoor boards had rejected the amalgamation for
the following reasons:
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Cost savings would be lost through the hiring of neh'

administrators and fuIl-time specialists to head a

three school- system (Ramah, peretz School, and TaImud

rorah ) ;

Unification with special options would not be a

satisfactory alternative to their present operation

of using the regular public school curriculum with
different Jewish programs.

They were afraid of losing the enthusiasm of the 1ay

people who help with Jewish programs that r.¡ere devel-
oped along lines they personally support.

The reasons given for the failure of this attempt to
unite the schoors by severar members of the community were

that the financial situation $ras not as desperate as in the

late 70's. Infration was not affecting Lhe schoors as much

in the late 60's, giving the schools more reverage to resist
the Welfare Fund. Also, in the course of ten years, new

members to the school- boards were not as ideologically
entrenched as the order, originar members, causing the erder

members to have ress infruence on the outcome of the

schools.

Shared Services

The Report of the l¿an i toba Royal Commi ss i on on

not include any briefs from the Winnipeg

any of its schools. The communiLy was

Educa tion 1959 did

2

3

Jewish Community or
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divided on the issue of Provincial aid to religious and

private schools and decided not to explore the issue because

of the very great uncertainty surrounding the whole matter.

In ApriI, 1967, a questionairre was sent to parents of

children in the Jewish schools by the Jewish School Board.

The letter stated that the Board was exploring the possi-

bility of approaching the provincial and municipal govern-

ments with a view towards participating in Shared Services.

By this time the schools uncertainty was probably cleared up

and they decided to take advantage of additional financial
help. Negotiations were entered into with the Minister of

Education. The Minister was concerned with the question of

whether teaching the public school program in a half day

could be considered equivalent to offering a public school

program in a full day.

The Jewish schools presently receive one-ha1f of Lhe

available funding for their English program but contend that
they should receive a larger share of Shared Services
t---l:-- L-,----- rl ----ì!uilu1¡t9 l)euiause L¡¡ey Ç()rilpJ-eEe Ene EoEaI ManlE,oDa currlcul.um

although it is taught in only one-half the time. This issue

was important in the negotiations for the present Board of

Jewish Education. It was felt that a stronger lobby could

be developed with all four schools negotiating as a single
body rather than as four separate institutions.
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The hi stor icar pol icy of the ï.rel f are Fund has been to
subsidize elementary Jewish education. The Board of

Directors of the Jewish Welfare Fund, in their May 2g, 1969

meeting, agreed to make the Joseph wotinsky colregiate on of

their beneficiaries. The Jewish post reported that the

united Jewish Appeal would be providing a grant to Joseph

worinsky "recognizing the vital importance of secondary

Jewish education. " |51 l

Jew i sh Educat ion Where Is It Goinq?

The Peretz schoor marked its 60th Jubilee year in 1g7s

with a city-wide seminar entitled ".Jewish Education - where

rs rt Going?" rt was attended by the principals and educa-

tors of all the Jewish schoors arong with the members of the

Department of Education of the t{innipeg Jewish community

council to discuss the problems that face all educators.
The resul-ts of the seminar h'ere pubrished in the yiddish

Vort, June 1 8, 1975.

FL-Thê Department oi Education of the VTJCC prepared a

paper for this issue titled "Trends in Jewish Education".
They felt that ideologicar lines were less demarcated, that
there was a great need for high school education for
students of arl the elementary schools, partly out of fear
of losing future community readers from lack of committment,

that finances were escarating and that there was a need to
develop a strong educationar system to deaL with the prob-
lems.
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Eve1yn RaLz stated several reasons for concern with
the Jewish educational system in a review of the seminar

titled "Jewish Education Today - What Does the Future HoId?"

She felt that parents were puzzled as to why their children
were questioning what and how they were being taught, that
youth are challenging the faith, values, Iifestyle, and

traditions of their parents, that the State of Israe1 r{as

keeping many youth in the fold but the poor level of Jewish

education vras turning many others away, and that concern

must be generated for the 60 percent of the community's

children who were not enrolled in the Jewish schools. Mrs.

Kat,z discussed four major problems that were tarked about in
the seminar:

Jewish identity - what is it? how is it achieved,

taught, and conveyed?

1

2. The English programs were found to be

the public schools.

3. Jewish education must continue through

4. The rising cost of Jewish education

for it.

behind those of

high school.

and how to pay

other concerns that were discussed included attracting youth

to Jewish education as a career, teacher development, adult
education, involvement of children in Jewish community life,
and the conflicting standards of home and community. The

concerns of the community, as summarized by Mrs. Katz at
this time, fairly weII delineate the concerns of the Jewish
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community towards education as it vras entering the process

to form the Winnipeg Board of Jewish Education.

SUMMARY

Jewish education has always been of major concern to
the winnipeg Jewish community. This concern has red to the

proliferation of many schools and strong community support

in the maint.enance of these schools. These schools are

unique in that they served as the focar point of the Jewish

community socially, differing from the European tradition of

life revolving around the synagogue.

In the years following World War II, emphasis was

slowly shi fting from separate autonomous schoors to a

centralized, community school system. This can be seen to
be a resulb of financial difficulties but can arso be seen

to be a lessening of strong ideological viewpoints as the

older generation gave way to the new. rt is for these

reasons that the winnipeg .lewish community council was able
L^ -- :-r^EO enrer lnto suecesstuL negotiations to establish the

winnipeg Board of Jewish Education. This process wí11 be

described in Chapter III.
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Chapter I I I

THE FORMATION OF THE WINNIPEG BOARD OF JEWISH
EDUCÀTT ON

I NTRODUCTI ON

This chapter wilr document how the winnipeg Jewish

community perceived a probrem that affected it and the
procedures it followed in resolving that problem. rt will
deal only with an historicar account of what occurred. The

analysis of the policy making process will be dealt þ¡ith in
Chapter IV.

Tn this chapter, it will be shown how the community

perceived the probrem: that there was not enough money to
support its beneficiaries to the degree to which they had

become accustomed. The community then created a Joint rask

Force to study the issue. The recommendations of this Task
h^--- --:11 L- , --! -i''orce -vr11l þe e:{amlned, specifically that of creating a

Board of Education to dear with Jewish education in
winnipeg. This ctrapter will then delineate the process that
v¡as taken by the community to put this poricy into effect
through the use of an rnterim Board of Education. Finarly,
the resolution of the probrem wiLl be described: The

Winnipeg Board of Jewish Education.
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THE LEM: À CRISTS IN THE COMMUNITY

rn the later 1970's, the Budget and Àllocations
committee (n & A committee) of the t{innipeg Jewish community

council (w.:cc) round itself facing an impending financial
crisis: bankrupLcy in five years. costs r^¡ere escarating
and the combined Jewish Appeal (c¡a) was not able to raise
the required funds. seventy-five percent of the money

collected by the yearly cJA drive to support community

institutions[1 ] was targeted to support the schools. The

schools were facing large capital costs in the near future.
At the same time, escarating costs were causing other commu-

nity beneficiaries to ask for a larger share of the communi-

ty's revenue. Moreover, the community $ras starting to
target other areas that it needed to fund: sociar services
to help the establishment of soviet Jewish immigrants,
services to the erderly, and assuming the debts and support

of the Young Menrs Hebrew Association, Ànd there was not
enough money to go around.

The schools at this point were very dependent on the
wJcc for operating expenses. Fifty percent of the schools'
operating budget came from the I^ucc; soeo came from tuition
and fund-raising. The schoors had a habit of coming to the
I^IJCC "after the fact" to get additional funds.

À member of the B & A committee at the time recarls the
si tuat ion:



the rate of increase in cost of delivering service
was growing at a rate that $¡as not only in excess
of the rat,e of increase in the net proceeds avail-
able for distribution by the Community CounciI,
but education was already at 75% of the total
allocations being distributed. Then if you
projected those things forward on a graph, t,hat
even if we dropped all other community services
over a five year span, ât the rate of increase of
the cost of service, there would sti11 be insuffi-
cient funds to continue. So when we started to
perceive that eventuality we said, 'Hey¡ wê have
to move and do something to get a handle on it' ,
because at the same time span that there was this
obvious problem in terms of the cost of education,
the community was also identifying other areas of
the community for delivery of services that obvi-
ously was going to require some significant
resources behind it[2].

The B & A Committee decided that the community
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needed a

Financial

A long

new philosophy of dealing with its beneficiaries.
on a cost/benefit basis.had to be dealt withneeds

term

The

be

policy was needed:

Whereas v¡e started out looking at this s
from an operational funding problem pers
it became apparent very quickly that the
problem $¡as not going to be just ope
funding, but there had been no provision i
the schools' f inances and f inanc ial plan
depreciation or f or any capitaJ. f und... y
wait for the roof to faII in and then sây,
how are we going to plug in an adjustm
that?' Normally those things have to be
for the day after a building is finishedl3

individual beneficiaries needed to sit down together and

less adversarial:

It became obvious after dealing with all these
matters that you couldn't have individual factions
going in individual directions h¡ithout Ènowing the
problem of the whole. There is only one major
funding source and although there vrere three or
four different ideologies, they h'ere coning to the
community for subsidiary funds and if they trere
going to do that then they had to realize what the
problems were: that there wasn't all the money in

i tuat i on
pective,
critical
rat i onal
n any of
ning for
ou can't

'we11,
ent for
prov ided
t.
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the world available, that money had
wisely and there had to be a great
the money being spent [ 4 I .

to be spent
benefit from

I ssues other

the Ðepartment of

Commi ttee :

a

than financial began

Education of the WJCC

pinpointed by

withiheB&À

1

to be

along

A community high school vras needed that was easily
accessible to the whole community both physically and

educationally. Joseph Wolinsky Collegiate is located

in the North End next to Talmud Torah. That means a

long travelling time for prospective students from

South End Ramah. Students from Peretz Schoo1 had

problems adjusting to Joseph Wolinsky because their
school emphasized Yiddish and Joseph Wol_insky

stressed Hebrew. Therefore peretz School students

usually transferred to public schools.

A common curriculum needed to be established with
equivalent standards between schools. This would aid

transferability between schools and provide equiva-

lent preparation for entrance into Joseph Wolinsky

Collegiate.

The Jewish Community was moving to the South End from

the historic population concentration in the North

End. Most of the monetary benefits were going to the

North End schools for historical reasons.

Schools were competing for enrollment and were using

tuition fees to bargain with. Common guidelines for

3

4
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tuition assessment would generate more income for the

schools and put them on equal footing for attracting
regi strants.
The WJCC feared that any new school might be created

in t,he f uture, bui Id up a massive def ic it , and then

come t,o the WJCC to be bailed out. The question was

whose responsibility rl'as it¡ the community's or the

school s ?

The members of the B & À Committee and the Department

that certain procedures needed to

to feel that there should be some

of Education began to feel

be changed. They began

body in place to deal with the various issues. There were

the schools that could be dealtcertain commonalities to alI
with together, especially administrative ones, which would

avoid duplication of services. Since each school had its
own board, it acted autonomously and did not feel it vras

responsible to the community as a whole:

not that I would suggest that they vrere irrespon-
sible but... maybe had they been accountable to a
larger body there may have been some things they
wouldn't have done[5].

5

Thi s

the

attitude conflicted with the !{JCC's responsibility to

total community:

It was very adversary. The committee that repre-
sented the community was at war so to speak or
maybe it was t,he other way around, the benefici-
aries were at war with the community... There was
great enmity between principals of one school
against another. Everybody was jealous of their
own particular little act and thought that they
were the only beneficiary worthwhile being consid-
ered and the others were a waste of time[6].
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After much discussion among the members of the B & A

committee and the Department of Education, the concept of a

unified system began to take shape:

lwel didn't start out saying there needed to be a
Board of Education as such, but started out in B &
A Committee with a feeling that there r.ras a needfor someone who could look at both sides of LheIedger- both the financial as well as the educa-
t ional component, because r^¡e didn' t f eel we werequalified to do so- but that could be in a posi-
tion to have some overview on the thing and if theissue came or the time came that some hard deci-
sions had to be made, then he could make them and
make them from a perspective Lhat would be seen as
both equitable and responsible by the community at
large.

Since we couldn't specifically answer the problem,
the most important thing was to put into place a
body that would have the mandate and the proper
perspectives within it to address the issues. It
became evident that we couldn't afford to run the
school system the way it v¡as being runl7].

The committees decided to take the issue to the Board

of the Winnipeg Jewish Community Council.

RESOLVING THE PROBLEM: THE TÀSK FoRcE

On June 21, 1977, by

the Board of the Winnipeg

lished the Joint Task Force

Committee and the Ðepartment

recommendation of the Executive,

Jewish Community Council estab-

of the Budgets and Allocations
of Education with the mandate

to prepare proposals for the year 197A-79 thatwill enable the school syslem to operate withín
the foreseeable funding available for the 1978-79
year and that the said committee be charged withpresenting a preliminary report to the goard ofDirectors with regard to that problem by
September, 1977 and that following submission ot
the report, this committee be used as a nucleus toestablish a Task Force to examine long-term plan-
ning of the school systeml8J.



The WJCC appointed Dr. Earl Hershfield,
Department of Education, and Mr. David Cohen as

of the Task Force. Robert Freedman, Marvin

William Greenfield, and Harvey Sector made up

the Task Force.
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head of the

co-cha i rmen

Garfinkel,

the rest of

The Task Force began to tackle the problem. They began

to accept submissions from the various interest groups

involved with Jewish education. The Task Force was

concerned with getting involvement from the schools

throughout the whole process in order to ensure a balanced

approach, not just a financial one. They s¡ere aware that
they faced a political probrem and that there would need to
be considerable compromise just. to get the schoors to talk
with them and to each other.

Iwe] overcame tremendous differences. Frankly, I
look back and it just amazes me there wasn't blood
on the f1oor...maybe there was[9].

Representatives from each school came into the process

with strong arlegiances to their respective schoors,

concerned with maintaining an educational philosophy that
had been developed and strongly defended over the years. No

one wanted to give up any control and no one wanted to
change his educational philosophy. However, arthough there

was a great deal of "kicking and screaming" many people were

able to adopt a dual perspective¡ the needs of the school

and the needs of the community.
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boards could

was needed in

Superintendent
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became apparent that four individual school

not work together and that a unified approach

the

at its
form of a Board of Education with a

head subject to the Board.

Over the years, decisions lrere not being made on a
collectivé basis. But Lhat's only natüral. you
couldn't expect anyone else to do it any other
vray. But our f eeling rr'as that i f you had a situ-
ation that v¡as going to be run through one partic-
ular area, then I think it had to be through one
board and that board would have a superintendent
of some kindt10l.

with the concept of a unified board and a single admin-

istrative office, it was felt that various issues could be

better dealt with. The Task Force fert that it would avoid

duplication of services¡ administrative procedures, dearing

with teachers' sararies and unions, ordering suppries in
bulk, office procedures. Tuition fees wourd be standardized

and more efficiently collected. More pressure could be

placed upon the Provincial Government for increased Shared

services Funding. In addition, a central office and super-

intendent could provide services that a single school could

Rot, such as providing resources for teacher in-services,
developing curricular materials, and opening an edueational

resource center.

It was felt that a superintendent was a necessary part
of the system. The superintendent wourd be responsible to
the Board of Education, in order to assure that funds were

properly spent. He would be responsible for revamBing the
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curriculum and upgrading educational standards, and for
establishing a basic core curricurum for easy transfer-
ability among schoors and for access to the high school.
The superintendent was to be the educational expert who v¡as

the liason between the schools and the board.

The greatest fear of the schoors was that their ideolo-
gies would be watered down and/or eliminated through a

unified system. The Task Force consistently assured all the
groups that their ideologies would remain inviol-ate but that
there r¡¡ere other issues that woul-d be better served by amal--

gamat i on .

[rfre ] community said " i f you want the money f rom
the community and you want it for educátion,
that's our tenet ¡ w€ don't say whether your stream
i s better than t,he next stream, thatl s not our
function. Our function is to make sure that the
best education is for whoever wants it in whatever
fashion they want it. But if you do want the
money, then you are going to have to do certain
things in a certain vray. " l1 '1 l

The other major concern was the location of a community

high school accessibte to al-r. Joseph !.rorinsky colregiate,
in fact, was a part of the Talmud Torah, both operating fron
an orthodox point of view. These two schoors shared one

board of directors. rt vras fert that a "community" high

schoor was needed that would accommodate chirdren of all the

various ideologies and which would be centrarly located. rn

addition, the Joseph worinsky physical prant r¡as too smarl

and desperately needed modernization. Therefore, the phys-

ical location of the high school became a centrar issue:
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The demography of the Winnipeg Jewish population
is changing both geographicalty and age wise and
if we go ahead and make a program for a high
school and locate it in a certain place and then
find that ten years later we don't have the popu-
lat ion, then we've made a very, very bad
mistake... some central authority has to come
into the picture to decide where is the best place
to have a school t121.

FinaIIy, the Task Force felt that a central board would

be able to maintain the long standing community tradition of

access for aII to a Jewish education of high quality, inde-

pendent of the ability to pay. Without a different struc-
ture to deal with the schools, it was felt that escalating
costs would put the costs of a Jewish education beyond the

reach of the whole community and restrict it to just a priv-
ileged few.

What we realIy have is a Jewish Public Schoo1
system, in my eyes, where we look to underwrite
the costs Lhrough our 'tax dollars' through our
voluntary giving. UnLess we wanted to end up with
a truly private school system which carries with
it alot of frightening implications, such as
ending up only giving bursuries to those who
qualify and when you're out of money saying you're
out of luck, and ending up with tuition rates that
would be perhaps double what they are noyr, and
getting away from the concept that this community
had developed philosophically Iong before our
time, which was basically a totally open system in
terms of accessibility. It appeared as though
that was in danger. So that our position was not
so much whether it was a valid philosophy or not,
but since t,hat seemed to be a long standing
perspective of the community, we did have to look
for other kinds of approaches structurally to
hopefully, ât least, provide for some continuity
of that philosophv[13].

After hearing and considering submissions from each of

the schools and the WJCC, the Task Force submitted its
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report to the Board of the winnipeg Jewish community council
on December 8, 1977. The report described the problems that
the community was facing in funding Jewish education in
winnipeg and argued that "a revised structure would resurt
in cost savings in the provision of educational
services. " [ 1 4 ] rte report recommended the creation of a

Board of Jewish Education (n.:e) based on several principles:

1 The availability of a.lewish education to
dren of the community, irrespective of

all chil-
geograph i c

location or ability Lo pay.

2. The education should meet certain minimum standards.
3. Local participation at individual schoor revels is

essent ia1.

4. The WJCC should not be directry involved with the

educational system.

5. The cost of the educational system is to be within
the community's ability to pay.

6. The structure of the system must meet community

requirements and operate efficiently[ 1 5].

À schedule of implementation and the creation of an

rnterim Board of Education, to deal with the schools until a

formal Board of Jewish Education courd be set up, along with
its constituent committees were detineated. This proposal

was seen as a means of saving money:

Alt submissions made to the Task Force agreed thata revised structure would result in the provision
of educational servicestl6l.
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of the

1977.

Now it was time to put it

THE INTERIM BOARD OF JEWISH EDUCATION

On January 1, 1978 the

Education came into existence.

Board was to lay the framework

Jewish Education and to provide

dealing with budgets and changes

ïnterim Board of Jewish

The purpose of the Interim
for the proposed Board of

coverage for the schools by

in school personnel[17].

The Interim Board consisted of the members of the Task

Force and the existing Department of Education of the WJCC

prus one member from each of the four constituent schools.
The Tnterim Board was basically an extension of the Task

Force and its subcommittees. rt established three commit-

tees with one representative from each school to deal with
the various issues.

The Conslitution
status of the BJE by

would be expected to
ship between the board

vras to deal with

up by-Iaws by which

by delineating the

commun i ty .

Commi ttee

setting

work and

and the

the legal

the BJE

relat i on-

The Administration committee was to dear with budgets

for the L978-79 school year, develop the administrative
structure of the school system, draw lines of authoriLy and

establish job descriptions for the positions of superinten-
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the feasibility of

North End and to

the schools.
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manager. In addition, it was to deal ¡¡ith
estabLishing one elementary school in the

review the future capital requirements of

The curriculum committee was to review the various
school curricula for compatibitity and transferability among

schools, especially for the requirements needed to enter the

high school. rt was also to estabrish requi.rements for the

teaching of Hebrew, Yiddi sh, and other Hebrew rer-ated

subjects.

The rnterim Board was also to set up the election
process for the Board of Jewish Education. Twerve of the 27

board members were to come from the community-at-Iarge to
ensure a proport ionate community representat ion. The

remaining fifteen members vrere to be appointed by the four
schools and the WJCC. rn order to be el-ected to the board,

a candidate must be a contributing member of the wJCc,

membership being defined as an individual who has made a

donation to the WJCC's eombined Jewish Appeal[18].

In May, 1979, the Report of the Interim Board of
Directors was presented to the Board of Directors of the

winnipeg Jewish community council. The report included the

proposed by-raws and structure of the Board of Jewish

Education, the administrative structure of the school

system I a possibl-e buirdinq Þrosram, a prcrposed merger of
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the two elementary schools in the North End, and the conclu-

sion that, generallyr curriculum "is not a barríer to

centraLization of the Jewish educational system. " [ 1 9] tne

report recommended that

1. a Board of Jewish Education be established and that
the W.ICC enter into negotiations with the existing
school boards in order to effect the necessary

changes to bring about a Board of Jewish Education;

2. the approval of the positions of Superintendent and

Business Manager be fiIled as soon as possible;

3. the Superintendent is to study the existing adminis-

trat ive staf f ing patterns and recommend spec i f ic
complements for the schools;

4. the BJE undertake a feasability study of capital
reguirements;

5. high priority is assigned to a building program for a

restructured Joseph Wolinsky Collegiate with Grades

7-12 which would serve as a community high school;

6. the amalgamation of Peretz School and Talmud Torah be

supported;

7. a core curriculum be established for atl of the

schools - a curriculum which would leave room for
individual implementation by the schools;

8. authority be given to the Interim Board to continue

to function during the interregeum period and to help

facilitate the establishment of the BJE;
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ask ingthe schools be

for agreement

sent a

from the

copy of

school s

the resolution

by July 1, 1979,

The purpose of the Special Meeting of the Board of

Directors of the Winnipeg Jewish Community Council on May

24, 1979 was to deal with the report of the Interim Board of

Education. Discussion ensued as to the issues involved.

Generally the concept of centrality was accepted by all but

various concerns $rere expressed as to the status of the BJE,

its jurisdiction, whether the control of the schools was to
be at community or school leve1, the criterion for funding

new schools, and the fear that the basic philosophy and

curricurum of the schools wourd change with centralization.
Concern and fear was expressed that the amalgamation of

Peretz School and Talmud Torah would cause a drop in

enrollment and be detrimental to Jewish education as a

who1e.

That evening the Board of Directors approved the

concept of centrality and the establishment of a Board of

Jewish Education with the list of recommendations of the

Report of the Interim Board as official policy of the WJCC.

The Interim Board was to act as the BJE until the machinery

of the BJE could be put into motion.

The Board also accepted Executive Recommendation No. 3

to urge the schools towards a decision by July 1, 1979¿

that in respect of Lhose sehools
the policy of a Board of Jewish
1, 1979, it is recommended:

who do not accept
Education by JuIy
a) that Central
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Services as now carried out by the WJCC be turned
back to the schools as quickly as possiblet b)
that a new funding pattern be established in
support of the schools effective Septembet 1,
1979, and the recommendation is that a per capita
funding grant be developed so that all educational
programs in our community can make application for
grantg _under guidelines developed by the
board[20].

In other words, the WJCC was effectively providing a

deterrent to refusal. By turning back to the schools reams

of paperwork and by fixing their grants, it would be diffi-
cult for the schoors to operate effectively on their own.

Therefore it $¡as to their benefit to agree to a centrar-

board. rhis recommendation could also be seen as a way of

discouraging the schools from utilizing delaying tactics.

By

concept

JuIy 1, 1979 all of the schools had agreed to the

of a Board of Jewish Education

COMMUNI TY REACTT oNs

Throughout this whore process, the emotional reactions
vrere very fiery. The schools were very skeptical about the

proposars and about the people who were the driving force

behind the move. The process caused great rifts among the

board members of the individual schoors: between those who

supported the plan and those who opposed it. And although

the schools felt that amalgamation r.ras "forced down their
throatsr" they also realized that the move was financialry
imperative and that they would not be abl-e to cô it alorrc-
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Each of the schools expressed different reservations
and concerns about Lhe Board of Jewish Education based on

its position in the community and the composition of its
board. Talmud Torah and Joseph wotinsky corregiate were

adamant against the BJE at first bul were financially trou-
bled . They were reLuctant to be counted as one school in
the nevr system, even though they had one administrative
board between them. Thus, in the BJE proposal, they were

each given equar representation on the board. Às orthodox

schoors, they vrere also concerned that the superintendent be

orthodox in his rerigious practices and preferably a Rabbi.

They were fearful that a l-ess observant superintendent would

water down their curriculum and their philosophy.

Peretz School had a school board consisting of many

original founders of the school and a large support group.

Arthough PereLz school was in the most financial trouble, it
was the most afraid. It was scared of losing its distinc-
tively Yiddish flavor among the Hebrew oriented schools. rt
was also going through an identity crisis precipitated by

the decreasing importance of Yiddish as a daily language,

the lack of qualified Yiddish teachers, and the desires of

todayrs parents to have their children learn Hebrew rather
than Yiddish. Once a strong voice in the Winnipeg Jewish

community, and educator of many of today's community

leaders, Peretz school vras faced with the prospect of losing
its identity and autonomy by acquiescing in a centralized
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authority and facing the prospect of amalgamation with

Ta1mud Torah I a school whose philosophy was directly oppo-

site to its ov¡n. The school wanted guarantees that its
identity and philosophy would be maint,ained:

Iftre guaranteesJ basically centered around that
they were making their ov¡n decisions as to the
type of school curriculum. They wanted to be sure
they woul-dn' t be f orced out of the i r plants to
different areas, that they would be able to make
their own decisions on the type of teacher they
needed, the type of principals they would want,
basícally that they could make their ovrn decisions
as to the education end of it. The fear, of
course, was thaL once you're in, this wasn't
possible to a great degreel2ll.

Peretz School vras assured that not only would its i dent i ty
Yiddi shand philosophy be maintained, but

taught in the other schools would

that the amount of

be increased.

Ramah School was mainly concerned with administrative
matters. Financially they vrere the best off and contributed

the most t,o the community. But unlike Talmud torah/Joseph

Wolinsky and Peretz School, Ramah's school board did not

traditionally have long time supporters of the school. A

requirement for board members was that a child must be pres-

ently enrolled in the school. Therefore the leadership was

younger and more amenable to change. They also felt that

unification would correct the inequities of financial
support:

Ramah had Lhe highest income per capita of any of
the schools, had the lowest expenditures per
capita of any of the schools, and our money was
being misspent in the North End, to put it very
bluntly. We felt very strongly that while the
concept that the more affluent school has the duty
to help the less affluent school to carry orlr we
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didn't mind that as long as we felt that it v¡as
being managed properly. But vre minded it very
much when we felt it. was being mishandled and
misspent. So we supported strongly the concept of
a s ingle school system as one vray of f inally
having a say in how the money was usedl22l.

Ramah accepted the proposals with reservations. It
objected t.o the double representation of Talmud Torah and

Joseph wolinsky collegiate. It felt that school representa-

tion should be dependent on student popuration. The school

arso felt that in the event of disagreement between the

schools and the BJE, there should be some facility for arbi-
tration.

In spite of all their
reluctantly acquiesced in

Educat ion:

reservatÍons, each of the schools

the concept of a Board of Jewish

you
to

the
in
do

I Peretz School ] had no choice. I don't think
they'd actually cut off funding, but the other
schools $¡ere accepting it so vre accepted also and
we're trying to make it workl23J.

Joining I f or Talmud Torah and Joseph !.7o1insky] was
not an option. It $¡as a given. Why? There was a
choice: suddenly raising money on own, hundreds
of thousands of dollars, or continue to accept
subvention from the IIJCC as a member of the
centralized board... Theoretically we had a
choice. lle still have a choice. If in fact they
make changes vital to the philosophy of the
schools h'e wi 11 start looking at other vrays of
operating the schoolsl2+1.

The JCC basically said to them, "Iook, if
can't go along with usr we may not be prepared
support you in the same manner as vre have in
past nuinber of years", and lhe schools, already
deficit, couldn't very well afford to
v¡ithout t25I .
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The reactions of the rest of the community were mixed.

Sorne favored a centralizeC board. It conceivably meant more

money for other community institutions. On the other hand,

critics thought that if the problem began as a shortage of

funds, it would be absurd to put into place another level of

government which would not immediately show a cost savings.

An editorial in the Jewish Post, October 1 8, 1979,

entitled "What Price Unity?", argued that the formation of

the Board of Jewish Education "represents the culmination

and more than two years of planning, negotiating, and prob-

ably more than a little brow beating." It stated that the

BJE would be "challenged to overcome generations of antago-

nism" and it dismissed the Joint Task Force as being "more

concerned with efficiency than ideorogy" and advocated that

"what is most needed is a central idea, not a central effi-
c iency. "

In spite of this debate

of efficiency and ideology,

Education became a working

educat ion in l{innipeg has,

drastically altered ." 126l

concerning the relative merits

the I.Tinnipeg Board of Jewish

entity. "The face of Jewish

f or bett,er or f or vrorse, been



THE SOLUTTON: THE BOARD OF JEWISH EDUCATION

Once the schools had

tion, the Interim Board

November , 1979.

8.1

agreed to the concept of unifica-
began to prepare for elections in

According to the by-Iaws of t,he BJE, the board is to

consist of twenty-seven members:

12 elected by the contributing members of the WJCCf2Tlr

3 appointed by Peretz School

3 appointed by Talmud Torah

3 appointed by Ramah

3 appointed by Joseph llolinsky Collegiate
3 appointed by the Winnipeg Jewish Community Council

27 total board members

Board members are to be elected by the contributing members

to the gfinnipeg Jewish Community Council- for a two year

term. A nominating committee selects candidates. Other

candidates may be added by petition.

The first election was criticized for the manner in

which it was held. In this first election some candidates

v¡ere running only f or a one-year term inst,ead of the normal

two years. The ballots did not make it clear for which term

length a candidate was running. The candidate's biographies

were not informative enough and did not express their views

on Jewish education. The election schedule did not gíve
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were received by some

a vote l28l .

nor
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did

the

The BJE vras constituted to set up various committees to
dear with various matters pertaining to the board: finance,
education and curricurumr personnel t tegistration, building
and development, pubric rerations, and nominating. other
committees could be constituted as necessary.

At the same time, each school was to elect a

constituent school- committee consisting of contributors to
the school and the parents and guardians of the children
attending Lhe school. The purpose of these committees vras

to keep peopre invorved with their schools in order to
ensure that the schools reflected their particular ideorogy,

to continue local fund-raising activities for the school,

and to act as the liason between the rocal school and the

BJE. Each constituent school committee would have the

authority to appoint its three members to the BJE, to act in
an advisory capacity to the BJE, if reguested, to deal with
the activities of the schoor "in a manner consistent with
the poricy directives" of the BJE, and to dear with any

other matter pertaining to the constituent school that wourd

not be undertaken by the BJE or one of its committees, i.e.,
parent-teacher association activitiesl?gl.
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On January 1, 1980 the Board of Jewish Education, Inc.
of f ic ially took contror of the Jewi sh Day schools of

Winnipeg, Manitoba. Mr. Robert Freedman sat as Board

chairman. Mr. Baruch Rand was hired as superintendent to
begin in September, 1980. À business office vras set up at
365 Hargrave street. A new chapter of Jewish Education in
Winnip.g had begun.

SUMMARY

In the later 1970's, the Winnipeg Jewish Community

council was faced with rising financial costs and impending

bankruptcy in five years. It perceived the Jewish schools

as being large contributors to the crisis. rn the course of

resolving the probrem, the winnipeg Jewish community council-

commissioned a Joint rask Force to study the possibilities.
The Task Force proposed the idea of unifying the Jewish Day

schools under the structure of a Board of Jev¡ish Education.

The proposar vras accepted by the vlinnipeg Jewish community

council and an rnterim Board of Jewish Education was insti-
tuted to set up the form and structure of the impending

board and to deal with the present budgets of the schools.

community input and concerns vras accepted during this time,
a structure conceived, and the Winnipeg Board of Jewish

Education was set into existence on January 1, 1980.
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Chapter IV

ÀNALYSIS OF THE POL]CY MAKTNG PROCESS

Tt is the distinctive mission of the policy maker
that he must allocate scarce resources and must
mediate among conflicting sets of values and
interests. He must form judgements specific to
the situation with which he is confronted rather
than those which are correct in general for a
class of situations. Final1y, he must balance
each individual issue off against a wide range of
other issues, including not only those that pres-
ently exist but those that might exist jn the
future[1].

T NTRODUCTT ON

The purpose of this chapter is to analyze the policy

making process of the Winnipeg Board of Jewish Education

according to the Framework for Ànalysis in Chapter I

utilizing Jennings[21' cyclical process modeI. The purpose

of this exercise is not to determine the morality or success

of the policy, but to determine the forces which influenced

the policy makers and the process involved in policy forma-

tion.

The literature of policy

models to help understand the

Each model provides the analyst

process. Some assume that

formal, and orderly ( systems,

analysis contains diverse

process of policy making.

with a different view of the

policy-making is rational,
rational, formal approach) to

86
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the emphasis that policy formation is the result of polit-
ical conflict and bargaining (democratic, pluralistic, ideo*

logical bargaining) t 3 l. The Iimitations inherent in each

model tend to restrict other views of the policy process.

For each model it is important to identify several key

points:

1. the issue or

the policy,
2. the actors in

ests[4],
3. the resources

influence the

4. the outcome of

issues which provoked the formation of

the process along with their inter-

used and available to the actors to

desired outcome of the situation[5],
the situation.

According to nalph[6], Jennings' cyclical process model

provides an easily understood and comprehensive framework

for analyzing the process of policy formation. The model

provides for the description of bhe process, the actors

involved, and when events occurred. It also aids in identi-
fying the various points of conflict and their resolution.

The model contains six over-lappingr cyclical stages

with each stage containing certain questions which face the

policy maker and which influence succeeding stages[71:

initiation - dissatisfaction is expressed over the

present situation. Decisions are made about whom to

listen to and when.

1
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2. reformulation of opinion - opinions are gathered and

crystall ize around particular points. Leaders

emerge. Possibl-e alternat ives emerge.

3. emergence of alternat ives - potential solutions to
the problem are put forth reflecting the interests of

those who present them and their political accept-

ability to the decision makers. Àt this point policy
makers must decide whether to press on with their
al-ternatives or to consider new ones. This is depen-

dent on the degree to which the policy makers feel
they can influence the situation.

4. discussion and debaLe - policy proposals are formal-
ized and fuily developed. Groups are mobilized to
influence the policy makers. Points of conflict may

occur. Bargaining and negotiating hetp in the

process of consent building.
5. leqitimization legislation of a policy from among

compeLing proposals. Failure to ratify a proposal

means a return to Stages 3 or 4.

6. implementation The policy is put into effect.

The process does not necessarily stop at this stage

since implementation may produce enough dissatisfaction to
begin the process over again.

Jennings' cyclical process model will be used to iIlus-
trate how the process to create the Winnipeg Board of

'Jewish Education completed three cycles. Each cycle
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produced a policy which caused the initiation of the next

cycle through its implementation.

This chapter will attempt to

using Jennings' model as a framework

answer these questions

for analysis:

What were the problems and how were they solved?

2. Who were the actors and what v¡ere their interests in

the issue?

3. What points of conflict occurred and what compro-

mises resuLted?

THE ISSUE

An analysis of the data concerning the formation of a

Board of Jewish Education (S¡n) shows that the issues

included finances, school standards, a community high

school, ideology, and control. Moreover each issue raised

further sub-issues.

The main issue was financial. The ability of the

community to support its schools was diminishing in the face

of inflation and increasing school costs. The Winnipeg

Jewish Community Council sought to control- an increasingty

unmanageable problem by suggesting changes in funding

patterns, administrative structure, financial management

through an emphasis on cost/benefit, elimination of duplica-
tion of services, revision of tuition collection procedures,

1
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establishment of a fund for capital costs, and an equality
in distribution of community funds. I^Tithout this financial
imperative, the drive for a centralized school system would

not like1y have succeeded. No school v¡as ready or willing
to give up its autonomy for anything less.

The issues of school standards and the creation of a

community high school were related to the financial problem.

They dealt with minimum standards common to all the schools

which affected transferability among schools and especially
to the high school, with professional development for
teachers, and with curriculum revision. The question of a

community high school included the problem of transfer-
ability and curricul-um standards as well as location and

construction costs for a new building. These concerns were

originally brought up by actors who did not necessarily
perceive the financial problems. By attaching them to the

original financial issue, the policy-makers who initiated
the process were able to secure direct support from another

committee of the Winnipeg Jewish Community Council(WJCC),

the Department of Education, and were able to make the

concept of unification more palat,able to those critics who

argued that the emphasis on financial concerns did not deal

with educational matters.

considered a major point of conflict by

the same sense by the

assured the individual

I deology lvas

the schools but was not viewed in

which continuallyCommunity CounciI,
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schools that their ideologies would remain inviolate. The

Council argued that financial and administrative changes

could be made without the need to dilute or eliminate the

ideologies of the schools. The Community Council accepted

Lhe ideological position of each school and incorporated the

rights of the schools to maintain their ideology in all its
documents.

The last issue concerned the control of the community

over its schools. By forming a BJE, the WJCC would gain

control over the schools' financial practices. The WJCC

probably felt that it would be easier to deal with one body,

the BJE and its Superintendent, than with four separate

schools, four principals, and four individual school boards.

By establishing the administrat.ive office of the

Superintendent, the WJCC would be able to cut the workload

of its professional staff who $¡ere dealing with tuition
collection, the English and Hebrew teacher unions, and

administrative papervrork dealing with provincial reguire-

ments and funding. This would give the WJCC more time and

freedom to deal vrith its other beneficiaries and other

community concerns.

Similarly, the schools did not want to give up any

autonomy to the community and wanted to control and operate

their ovrn schools in their own fashion. They did not want

Lo give up any control to an external body which was not

totally knowledgeable of nor sympathetic to their unique
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historical positions in the community. The schools felt
that the only relationship between the WJCC and themselves

should be strictly one of funding. By giving up total
control, the schools felt their characters and ideologies

would be changed. They were afraid that the establishment

of one overall philosophy for the whole system would elimi-
nate both the diversity of educational opportunities and the

ability of each school to provide an enriching environment

within its or.¡n ideological point of view:

To my mind, when you're combining all of these
educations into one, conservative, secular, relig-
ious, and so oD, everybody has to give, so the
result is a kind of a watered down... it looks
l-ike cooperation, it looks like we're finally
acting as one community, but the unpopular, I hold
the unpopular view that one community with one
view is not much of a view. People have to pick
and choose where they belong, what types of
spheres they want to develop, what part of the
cultures they want to develop, and if they start
borrowing from each other and watering their ov¡n
to f it. the other and so orì, there's alot to be
lost in the drive to make it efficient, to make it
more or less costly and that sort of thing which I
don't think we're achieving anyway[8].

THE ACTORS AND THEI R I NTERESTS

The actors identified in this study can be separated

into two groups: those who were influential in spearheading

the policy and those who were affected by the policy. The

actor's interests guided his/her actions in the policy

making process.
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Àctors Influential in Spearheadinq the Policy

The members of the Executive Committee of the WJCC were

identified by the interviewees as being the most influential
actors in the process. This group was composed of people

who volunteered their time to the community to direct its
activities and raise the money for its beneficiaries. The

members of this group perceived their major responsibility
to be for the the entire community and not to any individual
organization within the community. The emphasis on fund-

raising imbued them with a certain responsibitity:
The people who set it up are basically people who
are fund-raising and those of us who fund-raise
sure as hell don't want to waste our efforts and
squander the money that took us alot of time to
raise...I go out and not only give my ovrn money
but also arm-twist other people to give money.
I'm the same guy who is going to spend it, I'm
going to make sure that money is spent, in the best
vray I know how[9].

wi t.hi n

key people

heading the move to

the

who were

WJCC ExecuLive Committee Lhere were a few

identified by the interviewees as spear-

a centralized school system.

ïzzy Peltz was the Executive Vice-President of the

Winnipeg Jewish Community Council. He was a salaried
employee of the WJCC¡ ân accountant, aware of the funding

necessary f or the total system. He vras the one who dealt
with the beneficiaries on a day to day basis and was keenly

aware of the financial implications of the total cost for
the eommunity, t-he schools, and their future needs:
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the most constructive, criLical observation I
could make was that they never had time for
Iooking into t,he f uture. They never had time to
say "what have we got? where are we going? what
should we be doing? what do we want to achieve?
in what particular kind of brand?" I asked those
questions, nobody else did[ 1 0 ] .

Mr. Peltz v¡as considered very active and encouraging

throughout the entire process by members of the Task Force.

Mr. Peltz v¡as also a member of the community, concerned with

the survival of the schools and with providing a quality
Jewish education. He was seen as giving generously of his
prof ess i onal expert i se .

Two committees of the WJCC ExecuLive were extremely

influential¡ the Budget and Allocations Committee, David

Cohen, Chairman, and the Department of Education Committee,

Dr. EarI Hershfield, Chairman. The members of the Budget

and Àllocations CommitLee were aIl volunteers and included

businessmen and lawyers. It was the function of this
committee to review the budgets of the beneficiaries and

make recommendatíons to the Board of Directors regarding

allocations. It was aware of the funds available and the

needs of the individual beneficiaries. By composition and

function, the interests of the Budget and Allocat,ions

Committee centered upon budget balancing and fiscal respon-

sibility. This particular view affected the types of solu-

tions that it promoted as a solution to the problems of the

schools. Establishing a BJE was considered by the Budget

and Allocations Committee (n & A Committee) as a means of
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way of releasing additional
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Jt v¡as also seen as a
other beneficiaries in

schools.

funds to

The role of the Department of Education, chaired by Dr.

Hershfield, vras to consider all aspects of education in the

community. Tt coordinated such activities of the schools as

vacations, concerts, calendar; it dealt v¡ith teacher unions,

tuition fees, planning for a community high school, and

school standards. This committee, aIso, was composed of

community volunteers whose interests in Jewish education

usually began with the education of their ov¡n children in

the community's schools. The Committee was aware of the

financial difficulties of the schools, of the question of

transferability and standards, and it promoted the estab-

IishmenL of a new community high school.

I n the past, the Depart,ment of Education committee had

tried to coordinate many of the activities of the schools

with little or no success. The committee fett that some of

the schools' concerns, such as buying in bulk and lsraeli
teacher recruitment, could be better dealt vrith if the

schools would cooperate more. Therefore, it saw a BJE as a
means for achieving some of t,heir objectives. fhis made them

aIlies of the Budget and Allocations Committee,

These

f-he Brldoel

three parties, the WJCC Executive Vice-President,

and AIlocat ions Commi ttee , and t.bre Department of
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Education Committee developed into an influential group with

common interests: survival of the school system under tight
fiscal management and its availability to all members of the

community no matter what their background or financial

ability to pay. These three parties were given the mandate

to deal with the school question for the good of the commu-

nity. This mandate gave the group the resource of Community

Council support and t,he power to outvote the schools if the

issue came to an impasse. Since the Community Council was

in control of the financial funds which the schools so

desperately needed, this was a very powerful mandate,

i ndeed .

Actors Affected Ey the PoIicv

The actors who

policy to centralize
Peretz School, TaImud

Ramah. The schools

common:

were most directly affected by the

the school system were the schools:

Torah, Joseph Wolinsky Collegiate, and

all had several general interests in

1 " to provide an education of high

historical ideological viewpoint;

2, to maintain theír autonomy;

3. to continue receiving financial

commun i ty;
4. to survive.

quality within an

support from the
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Each school also had its own individual interests. The

Peretz School board consisted of many original supporters of

the school, firm in the belief in the value of a Yiddish

education. The school was facing declining enrolment, due

in part to parents' desires to have their children learn

Hebrew, the living language of Israel, rather than Yiddish,

that many considered a dying language. It was also diffi-
cult for the school to find competent, Yiddish teachers.

The school faced grave financial difficulties, many of them

major capital expenses for repairs to its building.
Moreover, a Peretz School graduate, schooled in Yiddish

generally lacked the Hebrew needed for entry to Joseph

r.7oI insky Collegiate, which operated f rom an Orthodox, Hebrew

background. Yet, when faced with the choice of amalgamation

or dissolution due to lack of adequate financial support,

Peretz School reluctantly agreed to a BJE, even though it
meant a possible merger with Talmud Torah. It did not have

the financial resources available to operate independently

of community support, but it did have the influence, prob-

ably due to its historical position in the community and the

number of its graduates situated on the WJCC Executive, to

make Yiddish an integral parl of the curriculum of the other

schools within the nev¡ system.

The Talmud Torah board also consisted of many of

school's original supporters. I t felt that it was

oldest and the stroRgest of the schools and that it had

the

the

Ene
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most to give to the community. Talmud Torah voiced the

strongest opposition to the plan to amalgamate even though

it faced financial difficulties. The school felt that amal-

gamation would lead to a loss of identity and that it vras

important that the Superintendent be an Orthodox Rabbi.

The Talmud Torah was combined administratively with

Joseph Wolinsky Collegiate. The two schools shared one

board and one administration. The combined board had over

forty members, providing the schools with a large base of

support for fund-raising. In addition, the single adminis-

tration provided for some cost cutting. But the combined

boards provided the greatest resource in gaining influence

in the new system. The Board successfully claimed to repre-

sent "two" separate schools, thereby obtaining twice as much

influence within the new system.

Joseph Wolinsky Collegiate was in a unique position.
1t $ras the high school continuation of Talmud Torah but

considered itself the community high school even though

graduates of Ramah and Peretz Schools were not adeguately

prepared for its Hebrew program. Throughout the years, a

few attempts had been made to tailor a program for Peretz

School graduates without much success. Furthermore, Ramah

graduates often dismissed Joseph llolinsky as a high school

alt,ernative because of the travel time required and because

of the Orthodox nature of its program.
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The school lras short of space and in need of a nevr

building and facilities to provide an education competitive

with the public schools. The school had a low enrolment and

found it hard to provide the facilities and opportunities
available in the public schools. Because of Joseph

llolinsky's relationship with Talmud Torah, it was able to
gain the political resources to influence the outcome of the

new system.

Ramah School was financially sound and did not have

enrolment problems. However, Iarge amounts of the South End

community contributions to the Combined Jewish Àppeal drive
went to support the North End school-s. Ramah's enrolment was

increasing due to the shifting of the Jewish population to
the south end of the city. Ramah desired what it savr as a

f airer share of the tot,al f unds available. Ramah's school

board consisted of young members since a condition for board

membership was that a member must have a child enrolled in

the school.

The financial standing of the school v¡ould have allowed

Ramah to operate independently, buL the makeup of its board

and its interest in equality of monetary distribution led to
its supporting the concept of unification through a Board of

Jewish Education, which was seen as a method of insuring
that Ramahrs contributions were fairly dispersed and prop-

erly spent. It was also a means of securing influence in

the issue of a community high school.
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THE PROCESS OF POLICY FORMATION

The purpose of this section is to analyze the process

by which the Board of Jewish Education was established by

using Jennings[11]' cyclical process model of policy anal-

ysis. It will show who vras involved and when. The efforts
undertaken by individual actors to influence the policy will
be identified. Finally, the points of conflict will be

examined in order to determine which resources lrere utilized
to influence the final outcome.

Ànalvsis of the Polic Mak i nq Process

According to Jennings' cyclical process model, the

formation of the Board of Jewish Education can be seen in

three cycles. The outcome of each cycle was the creation of

a policy which was implemented in the course of the next

cycle. In effect, the formation of one policy, the Board of

Jewish Education, reguired the making of three separate,

although related, policies.

The duration of the first two cycles lras relatively
short. It was during the third cycle that most of the

points of conflict arose, causing the actors to utilize
their resources in order to achieve their goa1s. This cycle

produced the greatest threat to the schools, inducing them

to fight their hardest to influence the policy.



Cycle 1

The activity in Cycle 1 centered upon the

the WJCC to deal with rising financial problems.

was completed with the creation of a Task Force

gate these problems.
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ef forts of

The cycle

to investi-

Initiation. The policy process began when members of

the B & A Committee perceived a financial crisis affecting

Lhe community which had been precipitated by school funding

patterns. Other community beneficiaries were demanding an

additional share of funds and some other groups, such as the

YMHA, the Commission on Aging, and Soviet Jewry were asking

to be included as beneficiaries. The members of the B & A

Committee began to see a need to review and change ùradi-

tional community funding patterns.

At the same time, members of the Department of

Education Committee were looking for solutions to the issue

of a community high school. The committee had tried to

organize the schools to deal with some commonalities but had

littIe success or povter to effect any change.

Reformulation of Opinion.

Chairmen ofthe B &A Committee

Education discussed the issues

Vice-President and the President

Community CounciI. They decided

needed to be established in order

During this stage, the

and the Department of

with the Executive

of the Ìlinnipeg Jewish

that new funding patterns

to solve the financial
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problems. The concept of a Board of Jewish Education was

first discussed within this smal1 group as a means of recti-
fying the problem. Educational and financial issues were

discussed during this stage, further defining the issues.

By adding the educational concerns of a community high

school and curricular standards, the problem was made more

acceptable to Lhe schools and the Community Council. At

this point the Department of Education and the Budget and

Allocat ions Commi ttee joined forces forming a stronger

coalition in order to gain support when the issue r¡as

brought to the Board of Directors of the WJCC.

Emergence of Alternatives. During this stage the

alternative of a Board of Jewish Education to supervise the

financial habits of the schools with a superintendent at its
head emerged as an acceptable method of dealing with the

problems. A BJE would also incorporate the educational

concerns of the Department of Education, but the group envi-
sioned only the concept of unification, not. the exact

responsibilites and structure of a board.

Research revealed only one alternative to these propo-

sals: the organization of a Task Force whose mandate would

be to examine the issues. It seems that the initiators of

the concept of a BJE had conceptualized only this one idea

and it was their task to persuade the rest of the community

to agree with it. Throughout the rest of the process, this
group concentrated on building consent for its proposals.
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Discussion and Debate. This stage is characterized by

the shaping of definitive policy proposals and consent

building. It is at this stage that points of conflict

generally occur and all parties utilize Lheir resources in

order to influence the outcome.

During this stage, it was the task of the policy-

makers, who initiated the process, to convince the WJCC

Board of Directors that there was a problem and that a solu-

tion was needed. A Task Force was seen as the means of

examining the problem. The research did not reveal any

major obstacles to the proposal of a Task Force. This could

be explained by several factors. First, this was an

in-house event. The actors who were influential in initi-

ating the activity had not yet brought in the opinions of

the schools. Second, publicly the actors were proposing

only to investigate a problem, not to form a Board of

Education. The mandate called only for an examination of

long-term planning. The proposal of a Task Force was'

therefore, not yet a threat to the schools and generated

littte or no debate. FinalIy, the initiators of the process

were influential members of the Executive and Board of

Directors. Consequently, the policy proposals to create a

Task Force with Lhe underlying assumption of unifying the

schools into a single school system was generally accep-

table. This can be borne out by the relatively short time

snån of Cvcle 1 (anoroximatelv 6*12 monLhs) as eompared to. -rr-

Cycle 3 (2 years) during which most conflict occurred.
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The Task Force members were aware of the necessity of

involving the schools and the community throughout the

entire process. According to Bauer, this is extremely

important: "The abi1ity to get important things done is
dependent upon maintaining a resevoir of good wi1I."l12l ttre

Task Force did this by making the schools an integral part

of the process starting in Cycle 2. The schools were asked

to send representatives to alI committees and their
concerns, such as ideology and autonomy, vrere dealt with and

incorporated into the new system. In the end, the schools

had a difficult time trying to argue that they vrere not

i nvolved.

Leqitimization. The policy to mandate a Task Force to

investigate the f inancial problems of the schools vras passed

by the WJCC Board of Directors by the Recommendation of the

Executive on June 21, 1977. At this point, the WJCC was

acting in its capacity as the public representative of the

Winnipeg Jewish Community.

Implemental ion. The WJCC appointed David Cohen,

Chairman of the B & À Committee, and Earl Hershfield,

Chairman of the Department of Education to act as

co-chairmen of the Task Force. The remaining members of the

Task Force were members of the B & A Committee. The imple-

mentation of this policy became the action of Cycle 2,
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Cycle 2

The implementation of the Task Force initiated Cycle 2,

resulting in the acceptance by the Winnipeg Jewish Community

Council of the concept of unification of the school system.

lnitiation. The initiat,ion of Cycle 2 was the imple-

mentation of Cycle 1 with the setting up of the Task Force.

Throughout this cycIe, the Task Force members $¡ere stilI
dealing with their dissatisfactions with funding arrange-

ments. This cyc1e, however, was different from the previous

one because the Task Force members had conception of an end

result rather than a problem without a solution. Therefore,

the job of the Task Force v¡as to influence the schooLs to

accept a ner{ structure.

Reformulation of Opinion. At this point the Task Force

members brought the schools into the process, thus opening

the issue to the public, and the schools began to discuss

the probLems. During this stage the schools' positions on

ideology and autonomy emerged in response to the alterna-
tives of a unified school system with a superintendent at

its head. Dissent within the school groups began as younger

and older members of the individual school boards viewed Lhe

situation differently, the older members stressing ideolo-
gical survival and the younger looking at the financial
needs of the schools. The issue started t,o become heated as

tens i ons mou¡rted .
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of Alternatives. During this stage, the Task

Force spent its time t,alking with the various schools in

order to determine what v¡as import.ant to them. The North

End schools (Peretz School, Talmud Torah, and Joseph

Wolinsky Collegiate) were extremely antagonistic to the

suggestions of the Task Force to amalgamate into one system.

The schools started to bring out their alternatives.

It was felt by Talmud Torah that if they could show that

they could stil1 remain independenL by increased efforts at

fund-raisinq, then they would not need to join the system.

The school therefore began several fund raising efforts in

the form of a lottery and casino nights. Eventually these

efforts were not enough. Another alternative was that the

schools should continue with the same funding patterns.

Many fett that a Board of Jewish Education would cost more

than it would save.

Discussion and Debate. The debate about t'he proposed

changes in the school system was generally limited to the

school board members and the interested parties from the

I^7JCC. Verv f ew letters to the editor of the Jewish Post and

the !.testern Jewish Nevrs were f ound, showing that the public

was generally unaware or unconcerned with the process that

vras going on.

Eme rqence

Às previously

trying t-o influenee

mentioned, the

the schools to

Task Force members were

accept a revised struc-
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to win

However,

They

the
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realized that in the long run they would be able

argument since they held the purse strings.

they did not want financial concerns to be

as the only reason for a Board of Jewishperce i ved

Educat i on :

In effect, the Community Council and public-at-
large could out vote the others if it came to a
straight party Iine decision. That wasn't our
main concern because we assumed, hoped, that the
people involved at the school level would also
think of the general good of the whole school
systemtl3l.

The schools' main interests vrere to survive and to

provide an education in a philosophical style that had been

historically established. These priorities led the schools

to insist on assurances of the maintenance of their philoso-

phies. In the interviews, it was found that there was a

growing realization among the schools that they would not be

able to financially survive without community aid and Lhat

they would not be able to withstand community pressure to

unify. Therefore, it appears that it was in the schools

best interests to gain as much povrer t¡ithin the new system

as possible.

This realization influenced the tactics used by the

schools. At the Task Force level, the concept of school

committees to insure community participation and a sense of

autonomy for the schools vras entrenched. The committees

were to take the place of the individual school boards

although with less power. In this way the schools would

still have some autonomy.
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Àlthough the issue of ideology was constantly brought

up, it vras never seen as an important point of contention

among the members of the WJCC. Even though some may have

felt that the various ideologies were of no real importance,

the members of the Task Force consistently reassured the

schools that their ideologies would be respected since they

felt that a BJE could exist without affecting school philos-

ophies. This assurance was predeterrnined at the Task Force

level. Moreover, Yiddish education was to be expanded and

included as a part of the curriculum of all the schools in

order to ensure Peretz School of the importance of Yiddish

in Jewish education.

Leqitimization The acceptance of the Task Force Report

by the Board of Directors of the WJCC legitimized the

concept of unification for the school system. The Report

emphasized participation at the local school leveI, the

maintenance of individual school philosophies, and of the

safeguards needed to insure financial stability for the

school system and the community. The Report also delineated

the steps to be taken in structuring the new BJE through the

sitting of an Interim Board.

The duration of this cycle lasted six months. Once

again, the process t{as an in-house event. Although the

schools were involved, and their concerns acknowledged, the

acceptance of the Task Force Report vtas basically the legi-

timization of a policy proposed and accepted by the WJCC in
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its own favor. Although this cycle posed a threat to the

schocls, the short duration of the cycle vras probably due to

the fact that the process vtas still the action of the commu-

nity to investigate a problem, and the Report only a

proposal for future action. There stiIl remained the possi-

bility that the schools could delay and thereby counter the

policy to unify the schools.

Cycle 3

Inlt iation. The implementation of the Task Force

Report began the drive to legitimize a Board of Jewish

Education via Lhe sitting of an Interim Board. The Task

Force members became the nucleus of the Interim Board,

supplemented by appointees of the schools and other

ex-officio members. Committees, composed of represenLatives

of all the schools were set up to deal with the structure of

the Board.

This cycle characterized most of the negotiation and

bargaining between interest groups. It is here ihat the

schools had direct influence over the final policy and were

able most effectively to utilize their resources. Moreover'

the Community Councit representatives needed to exert their

greatest efforts at this point in order to influence the

schools formally lo accept their proposals.
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of Opinion. During this stage, committee

work began and the lnterim Board had to deLermine a working

structure for the Board of Jewish Education. During this
time, the schools were jockeying for power using the size of

the board and the status of Talmud Torah and Joseph Wolinsky

as levers to influence the outcome. The administrative
structure and the board by-Iaws were beginning to be deter-

mined. Another committee vras evaluating the school

curricula to determine any changes. Throughout the whole

process, each school had equal representation in the policy

making process.

Emersence of Alternatives. Several- drafts of a consti-
tution were drawn up, reports on the state of school

curricula were written, and the administrative setup vras

del-ineated. It was determined that the status of the Talmud

Torah and the Joseph Wolinsky Collegiate were to be as two

separate schools. AIso, the board membership was determined

to be tlrenty-seven members, a compromise to the schools.

Discussion and Debate. This stage is characterized by

the schools jockeying for power within a system that they

were beginning to accept. Each school wanted a representa-

tive voice within the system. This resulted in a large

Board and in the individual representation of Talmud Torah

and Joseph Wolinsky Collegiate even though they maintained a

joint school committee:

Ift was a] compromise after six hours of wrangling
and hassling. We were simply exhausted by the
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wrestling with that problem. Theoretically, the
concept was that the schools should have fett
assured that they have a clear voice in the BJE
and everyone agreed with that. On the other side
of the coin it !.ras felt that the schools'sti1l
suffered from tunnel vision or as school represen-
tatives, it was still me and mine rather than
ours. Therefore, there had to be a balance on the
BJE of non-school people, people who had an
interest in education but who represented the
concerns and the needs of the community at large
and of the JCC who has to deal with the dollars
and the dollar problem. So we sLarted wrestling
with, and no group wanted to be overwhelmed by the
other group, so vre started playing with numbers
and the concept. You have two opposing points of
view. There are those, and f'm one of them, who
believes that no board can be really effective if
it's too large. Yet you need enough people on the
board that you have people to do the work. So the
Ramah board had been designed during my time
before I became chairman. It had only had 12
people and it was expanded to 18 people, I think
it was, simply because 12 people didn't provide
enough people to do all the work, the fund-raising
and programming and so on. And then we found 18
too unwieldly. Now on the other hand, from t.he
other point of view the... I don't even know how
big the Peretz board is but it's huge...The Talmud
Torah board is over 40 people, 40-45, and they say
"what's vrrong with that?". Except that what iL
boils down to is a handful of people do all the
work and the others rubberstampr or make a noise
when theyrre unhappy. So Talmud Torah and peret,z
people came along to the BJE and said, "[,lhat are
you worried about numbers? Let's make a q0 man
board." And we said, " Impossible! No decision
will ever be made!" And we tried to pare down.

But how could you pare down enough so that you
still had equal representation from the schools,
from the Community Council, and the community at
Iarge? fhe magic number of 27 is basically 3 from
each school, (that's a kínd of move of a situation
too) , part of Ramah's anger is that Talmud Torah,
Joseph Wolinsky has one board but is treated as
two separate schools and so they each have three
representatives. So there's three from each of
the four schools, three from the community
council, and an equal number elected from the
community at Iarge.

Iratmud Torah and Joseph ]rolinskyJ always insisted
that they were separate schools, two different



setups and so on and in fact they used to have
separate boards and they thought for efficiency
purposes they should come together. So they
argued that they'd only done that for efficiency
but that in fact they are two schools with sepa-
rate administrations. WeIl, they do have separate
administrations but they don't have a separate
board and so that's the rub and the cause of a
great deal of resentment by the other schoolstl4l.

The policy makers found that the younger members of

individual school boards tended to be more agreeable

change. This caused a great deal of dissention among
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the

to

the

younger and older members of the boards because the younger

members were not as ideologically entrenched:

What I sensed as a member of that process vras less
a distinction drawn from school to school than
distinctions within the community based on age.
Alot of the older generation were much more
fearful of change and much more firm in their
adherance to the individuality of the past than
the younger people. That seemed to be prevalent
throughout the community at large' more a genera-
t ional gap than a spec i f ic school. I t,hink that
what we found in that year long process was that
alot of the younger people ' even i f they didn't
embrace it enthusiastically, recognized Lhe need
for the future to have something of this type in
place. Some of the older members of the commu-
nity, from what I was able to observe, their
negativism had more to do with historical posi-
lions and it was a curious kind of conflict within
the individual schools at times, particularly the
North End ones , because t,he i r hi story h'as that
much older. In a vray it !{as both touching and
frightening to me at the same time. Some of the
positions that some of these senior citizens of
our community attached tbemselves to, the loyalty,
dedicat,íon, and conviction was delightful to see'
but frightening to me because I perceived it as
being more tied to the past than the future. As a
younger member of the community, my concerns have
more to do with where are $¡e going to be f ive or
ten years from now, both as a parent and eventu-
aIly what are my children going to be facing with
as parents themselves , and wanting to make sure
that we oeroetuate what's qoinq ort, what,'s ther--r - J' --J

benefits that we had, and hopefully, improve upon
them. I'm less dogmatic aboul what it takes
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frankly, because I donrt have 50 years of history
of involvement with a specific name. And yet it's
understandable, I guess I would be disappointed if
there weren't, some of that strong emotional
attachmenL by people who had spent their life
dedicated to an instítution with a specific name
on the front door[15].

the younger school board members held different priori-

concerning an education for their children:
If any individual school, like the Peretz School,
vras able to f ind a way of running their school,
maybe a little cheaper or with certain frills not
being there or so on to cut the corners, they novr
would be dealing with parents who woul-d look at
other schools who had these things, maybe cost a
litt1e more so there was no way of cutting these
corners without becoming the poorer school as far
as the consumer was concerned. So it became
apparent that you have to match or be exactly what
the system is... We're losing alot of the content
or the idea of the Jewish end of education to the
ordinary things that we think of as secular educa-
tion: the frills, the goals of education, not
disconnected from where its going to lead you, how
are you going to make a living, and so oD, which
we normally look at in the public school
systemtl6l.

dissension within
the effectiveness of

individual school boards

their stand against amalgama-

Some of the people who were trying to adopt a
progressive posture were the subject of alot of
scorn by members of their own boards and perceived
almost as turncoaLs which I found kind of fright-
ening because I found that it vras quite satisfac-
tory for people not to agree and yet it became on
the parts of some people very emotional and I
think that as a result of that emotionalism some
unfair implications assessments of the motivations
or the roles that people were playing when in fact
everyone vras just trying to do the best that they
could whether we all say it the same vray or not.
I think that some of those people who were caught
wearing two hats were put in very difficult posi-
tions[17].
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The school representatives to the commitLees, began to

work for the good of the overall school system rather than

maintaining a parochial view of their own school:

As time went on and people began to talk with one
another, that they realized that in principle it
!¡as right, you see. I mean it l¡as the right vray
to go. Sure, they didn't like it at the moment
there v¡ere alot of detracting factors, and alot of
negativism there, but although initially it was
finance, I think it developed into something more.
I think good sound reasoning prevaitedtlEl.

Leqitimization. The meeting on May 24, 1979 to accept

the Interim Board Report was fraught with controversy.

Concerns centered around the exact status of the BJE and its
relationship to the f^fJCC, ideology, and control. This

meeting was crucial in legitimizing the BJE. Members of the

Board of Directors expressed the view that if the policy to

form a Board of Jewish Education according to the principles

set forth in the Interim Board Report was not accepted that

evening, then a BJE would never become a working entity.
The Interim Board Report vras passed at that meeting as

policy of the ï,rinnipeg Jewish Community CounciI.

Implementat.ion. At the May 24Ll;, meeting one final
resource vras utilized by the WJCC in order to maintain

control of the situation: the passing of Recommendation No.

3. The aim of Recommendation No.3 was to force the schools

to abandon any delaying tactics. They were given an ulti-
matum either to agree by JuIy 1, 1979 or to survive under a

new funding system which would probably spell their demise.
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The decision makers were desperate at this point to see a

working BJE after the many hours of work which had been put

in by volunteers. They vrere aware that further stalling
would probably mean failure for a BJE. At the same time,

the schools were generally resigned to a Board of Jewish

Education as a fait accompli. The school representatives to
the Interim Board had spent many hours designing the new

system and had an interesL at stake. Therefore, this tactic
insured the acceptance by all the schools, providing for the

implementation of the Board of Jewish Education.

The Interim Board s¡as then instructed to set up an

election to be held in November, 1979. The Board of Jewish

Education v¡as f ormally in place on January 1 , '1 980. In the

spring of '1980 a Superintendent was hired and began his
duties in September of that year.

The duration of this cycle lasted two years. This was

probably caused by the great conflicts that were encountered

in this stage. It vras now no longer an in-house action but

oRe which included the schools. The amount of committee

work required in the structuring of the board may al-so be an

explanation for the length of this cycIe.
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SUMMARV

The purpose of this chapter was to analyze the poticy
of the Winnipeg Jewish Community Council to create a Board

of Jewish Education to run its schools. Jennings' cyclical
process model was used to analyze the policy because it was

an easily understood and comprehensive framework for anal--

ysis.

It was found that the issues centered around finances,

school standards, a community high school, ideoIo9y, and

control of the schools. The main actors involved were

members of the vlinnipeg.lewish community council Executive

who spearheaded the policy and the four schools who were

affected by the policy: Ramah, Talmud Torah, peretz School,

and Joseph f^ToIinsky CoIlegiate. Each actor had dif f erent

interests which were seen to affect his/ner perception of

the problem and the outcome of the poticy.

that

went

Lion

next.

Using Jenning's cyclical process model, it vras found

the process of forming the Board of Jewish Education

through three complete cycles and that the implementa-

of the first two cycles became the initiation of the

The model helped determine the points of conflict and

the use of resources by the various actors in influencing
the outcome of the situation. lt vras found that the schools

engaged in utilizing their resources to retain as much power
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Chapter V

CONCLUSI ON

SUMMARY

The purpose of this study was to analyze the actions of

the Winnipeg Jewish community in its efforts to form a Board

of Jev¡ish Education using the methods of the historian and

of the policy analyst. It was argued in Chapter I that the

Winnipeg Jewish Community Council was a governmental body of

the Winnipeg Jewish Community and that this thesis vtas

concerned with a public policy. This study served two

purposes: first to describe how a community sought to solve

a problem t,hrough analydis and description of the political
processes involved, and second, to add to the literature of

public poJ-icy analysis through the use of a model for policy

analysis. To understand the policy making process, a knowl-

edge of the events leading to the Board of .lewish Education

was important.

Chapter II reviewed the history of the four Jewish day

schools which comprise the Board of Jewish Education. These

four schools were the result of many amalgamations and divi-

sions among the various schools formed throughout Winnipeg's

history. Eaeh sehool followed an ideology which reflected

119
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the various ideological groupings of the Winnipeg Jewish

community. At the start of the 1977 action to reorganize

the school system, the schools consisted of one South End

elementary school which pursued a conservative, religious

approach (Ramah School), and three North End schools: a

Viddish progressive elementary school (r.r,. Peretz School),

an Orthodox religious elementary school (ralmud Torah

School), and its complementary high school (Joseph Wolinsky

Collegiate ) .

Next, the structure and role of the Winnipeg Jewish

Community Council were described. The Winnipeg Jewish

Community Council vras an amalgamation of two community agen-

cies: the Jewish l.7elfare Fund and the Canadian Jewish

Congress. The Þurpose of this organization was to combine

fund raising efforts and to provide funds for its benefici-

aries which were composed of various community organiza-

tions, including the schools. The Council was composed of

various committees which supervised the fund raising and

distribution of funds. It was found that the Winnipeg

Jewish community had traditionally played a major role in

the support of its schools, first through the .lewish Welfare

Fund and presently through the Winnipeg Jewish Community

Council. It was also found that the Jewish community was

consistently attempting to control the schools' expenses and

often proposed the merger of many of its schools.
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À review of the period from 1964 until- 1977 stith the

start of the effort,s of the Jewish community to form the

Board of Jewish Education completed Chapter II. It was

found that the partners of the Ramah school merger of

Herzlia Academy and Shaarey Zedek Schoo1 split up over

issues of control. This merger had originally been

supported by the Welfare Fund. FoIIowing this event, the

Welfare Fund unsuccessfully attempted a merger of Peretz

School and Talmud Torah to create a single North End elemen-

tary school. A Board for Jewish Education was established

in 1965 with the purpose of coordinating minor events. A

major effort in 1967 was undertaken once again by the

Welfare Fund to merge all of the schools into a "one-schoolt'

system. It was found that financial pressures were not

severe enough to allow success.

Chapter T I I described the efforts of the Winnipeg

Jewish Community Council to form a Board of Jewish Education

in response to a perceived threat of bankruptcy which was

precipitated by the schools' financial practices and infla-

tion. Seeing a need for changed priorities in community

funding, the Winnipeg Jewish Community Council mandated a

Task Force to explore the issue of the schools. The Task

Force, composed of WJCC members, recommended the establish-

ment of a Board of Jewish Education headed by a

Super i ntendent .
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An Interim Board began to identify the stucture of the

proposed Board and began to take on its duties. The Report

of the Interim Board, which became the basis for the By-laws

of the Board of Jewish Education¡ wâs accepted by the

Winnipeg Jewish Community CounciI. An injunction to prevent

the schools from using delaying tactics and to encourage

them to agree to a Board of Jewish Education was passed by

the !,IJCC.

The community's reactions to the process were often

emotional and fiery. This response basically stemmed from a

reluctance of many school board members to give up autonomy

and control of their school-s. The major objectors were the

elder school board members who helped build the schools and

who represented a particular ideological viewpoint. It was

found that the younger school board members v¡ere more agree-

able to change. The Board of Jewish Education officialty
came into existance on January 1, 1980.

Chapter IV vras an analysis of the policy making process

using Jenningso cyclical process model. This model was used

because it lras found to be easily understood and comprehen-

sive. The model consisted of six over-lapping stages which

helped define the policy making process:

initiation * dissatisfaction is expressed over the

present situation. Decisions are made as whom to

Iisten to and when.

1



2. reformulat ion of oDln1 on
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opinions are gathered and

crystall ize around part icular points. Leaders

emerge. Possible alternatives emerge.

3. emerqence of aI te rnat i ve s potential solutions to

the problem are put forth reflecting those who

present them and their political acceptability. At

this point policy makers must decide whether to press

on with their alternatives or to consider new ones.

This is dependent on the degree by which the policy
makers feel they can influence the situation.

4. discussion and debate - policy proposals are formal-

ized and fully developed. Groups are mobilized to
influence the policy makers. points of conflict may

occur. Bargaining and negotiating help in the

process of consent building.
5. leqitimization - legislation of a policy from among

competing proposals. Failure to ratify a proposal

means a return to Stages 3 or 4.

6. implementation - The policy is put into effect.

Dissatisfaction of the last stage might cause the entire
process to begin anew.

It vras found that the process in the formation of the

winnipeg Board of Jewish Education compreted three cycres of

Jennings' model, the implementation of one cycre becoming

the initiation of the next. The first cycle ended with the

acceptance of the Task Force Report, the second with the
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v¡íthacceptance of the

the establishment

I nter irn BoarC Report ,

of the Board of Jewish

and the third
Educat ion.

It was also argued that it was important to identify

several points in the policy making process! the issues,

the actors and their ínterests, the resources available to

the actors, and the outcome of the situation. It was found

that the issues centered around finances, school standards'

a community high school, ideolo9y, and control. It was

found that finances were the major issue without which the

drive to form a BJE would not have succeeded. It was found

that the other issues either grew out of the efforts of the

community to deal with finances (i.e. ideology and control)

or the result of the policy makers to make the process less

of a financial issue (school standards and the high school).

The actors v¡ere identified as belonging to one of two

groups: those who vtere influential in spearheading the

policy to form a BJE and those who were affected by the

policy. The members of the Winnipeg Jewish Cornmunity

Council Executive Committee were idenlified as spearheading

the process and the four schools were identified as being

affected by the policy.

School funds and the WJCC mandate were the resources

held by the I.IJCC which vrere utilized in its efforts to

influence the schools to join the system. The schools

engaged i,n utilizing their resources of agreeing to the BJE



in order to retain as much power within
possible. Recommendation No. 3 was

utilized in the IIJCC's attempts to gain

schools.
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The outcome was the Board of Jewish Education which

the result of several compromises. Confirmation of

schools right to its ideology was found to be stated

every document. Yiddish instuction was to be included

all of the schools. The membership of the BJE vras

contain 27 members in order to appease all sections of

communi.ty. TaImud Torah and Joseph Wolinsky Collegiate

to be regarded as two separate schools even though

shared one common school board.

they

CONCLUSIONS

Several conclusions can be drawn from Lhis study.

First, the efforts of the WJCC to unify its schools was the

natural conclusion to a long history of community attempts

to control the schools. Each attempt was a response to a

shortage of community funds to support adequately the

schools to the degree to which the schools had become accus-

tomed. The Welfare Fund and WJCC consistently tried to

control the schools financially. One serious attempt by the

Welf are Fund in the 1960's f aiLed t,o consolidate the

schools.



The present success of the Community Counc i1

unifying the Winnipeg Jewish schools raises a question;

did the community succeed in 1980 when it failed in

attempt to form a "one-school" system in the 1960's?

answer may be seen in the light of the history of

schools and the community.
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Originally the schools evolved as separate, autonomous

institutions. Each school deveJ-oped a strong support group

which helped support it financially. This vras accomplished

through fund-raising and by guaranteeing bank loans. The

schools developed great strength' especially the schools

which were left by the 1960's[1].

In 1938 the Í{elfare Fund accepted the schools as bene-

ficiaries. The Welfare Fund had been organized to provide

for centralized fund-raising. The relationship between the

schools and the Welfare Fund was kept at arms length. The

schools operated in their own manner coming to the Welfare

Fund for financial support. The schools were still strong

institutions with strong support groups.

In 1965 a Board

the Welfare Fund to

ties. This board,

with minor issues.

of Jewish Education was

try to coordinate some

in ef f ect , had no polrer

established by

school activi-
and only dealt

The 1967 attempt by

One-School system, similar

Welfare Fund to

the present Board

the

to

create a

of Jewish
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Education, failed. The financial and ideological strength

of the schools were, probably, the causes of this failure.
The schools stiIl retained strong support groups which would

enable them to remain independent. Furthermore, the histor-
ical animosities between schools vrere still alive and

strong. Moishe Cantor, once Principal of Peretz School,

predicted to his daughter, ât this Lime, that it. would take

twenty years f or unif ication. rrThe enmities, " he told her,

"would die with the people. The younger generation don't
have that kind of hate."121

In 1974 the I^felfare Fund merged with the Canadian

Jewish Congress to form the Winnipeg Jewish Community

Council. The merger gave the resulting organization a gain

in prestigef finances, and povrer. It now considered itself
the representative of the Winnipeg Jewish Community.

By 1979 the schools were in grave financial trouble as

a result of the recession and declining enrolment. In addi-

tion, the I,IJCC was facing financial difficulties. At the

same time, beneficiaries other than t,he schools were asking

for more money. Moreover, the Community Council was reord-

ering its priorities, deciding to give increased aid for

Soviet-Jewish immigrants, the elderIy, and accepting the

responsibility for the debts of the Young Men's Hebrew

Assoc iat ion.
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At this point, the financial strength of the WJCC was

greater than that of the schools. This strength generally

came about because of the financial problems caused by the

economic climate of the time. At the same time, time had

changed the composition of the older school boards to that

of a younger group more amenable to change and with a

different viewpoint regarding the necessities of a Jewish

education. AIl of these factors enabled the WJCC to exert

the cont,rol over the schools which it was not able to accom-

plish in 1 960:

The time just wasn't right. Ideological differ-
ences are vast. They really are so far apart.
And you can't budge people. If somebody believes
in this degree of freedom of thought then there is
no way you're going to fence them in. That exists
today too, nothing's changed. What's really
changed is that nobody can afford to go it alone
anymore. It's very simple. In the late'60's I
think that the numbers vrere small enough, they
were not as significant as they are today. There
were still angels around who would sâY, OK, I
believe strongly enough in this, I think I'11 lend
you the money, oF I'1I give you the money , ot
I'11 go to the bank and sign for it, and nobody
does that anymore, not when the numbers are what
Lhey are today[3].

This attempt at consolidating the schools did not

differ drastieally from the 1967 attempt. The issues and

structure of the board to be were similar but the resources

available to the various actors v¡ere dif ferent. In 1967 the

schools retained enough financial strength to enable it to

stop the attempt at amalgamation. In the attempt which is

the subject of this study, only one school, Ramah, had the

financial resources which would have enabled it to remain

independent if desired.
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The various theories of policy analysis were helpful by

defining different sub-areas for study. The use of an

eclectic approach precluded tinting the 'conceptual fens'

but allowed for a more comprehensive view of the policy

process.

Jennings' model incorporated the various theories of

policy analysis and attempted to broaden the conceptual lens

from the limitations which were part of the various modefs

of policy analysis. Although each theory had its limita-

tions, each was helpful in analyzing the BJE.

The systems

the forces which

were identified
efforts to form a

succeeded.

emphasized the identification of

the policy decision. Finances

main catalyst without which the

Jewish Education would never have

approach

affected

to be the

Board of

The rational a oa suggested the need to look at the

policy in light of its past, present, and future. It was

useful in coming to the conclusion that the Board of Jewish

Education was the result of a series of events between the

Jewish community and its schools in which the community

continually attempted to gain control of the schools. It

showed that the 1977-1980 attempt vras not an original idea,

but was based on precedent.

The formal approach

of formal organizabions.

viewed the

The main

decision

decision

makers

makers

as heads

were the



President,

the WJCC's

Exec ut i ve

execut ive
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Vice-President, and Chairmen of two of

committees.

The previous three approaches identified the who's,

what's, and why's of the problem but the process itself, the

how, v¡as best analyzed by the various bargaining approaches.

They were useful in highlighting the interest groups which

were involved in the process and their attempts to gain

power and prestige :.n tfr. community.

The political barqaininq process emphasized the need to

identify the resources of the actors and their utilization

in order to obtain a desired goal. The Winnipeg Jewish

Community Council held finances as their resource and the

schools' refusal to agree easily was used as their resource.

The democratic barqaininq typology regards the

electorate as an influential force in the policy process.

Although this policy could be cl-assif ied as public ' the

actors in this study were not at the control of an

electorate in order to retain their jobs. Ult.imately,

though, the General Assembly of Lhe WJCC could refuse to

rat i f y the pol icy, thereby mak ing i t import,ant to the dec i -

sion makers to consider this group in their negoliations.

The pluralistic barqaininq approach suggested the need

to look at how the decision makers responded to the inter-

ests of the different groups. In this case, the decision

makers were trying to appease many factions: the schools,
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the WJCC, and the other community beneficiaries who were

bargaining for more money. This approach also suggested

inquiring as to where the decision making occurred. In this
case, it was found to be in the hands of a small group

composed of WJCC leaders and some school members. The

school members who had access to the main decision makers

v¡ere important in influencing the school boards to agree to

the policy.

The ideoloqical barqaininq theory characterized the

policy maker as acting according to his ideals. Val-ues

played an important role and were the main source of conten-

tion. Basically, the values of the WJCC and its need to

rnake decisions on a community wide basis conflicted with the

narrower viewpoints of the schools which were thinking of

their own philosophies.

Finally, Jennings' model was found to be useful and

flexible in viewing the policy making process. Although the

model could have been used to analyze the entire process in

only one cycle, the model was flexible enough to permit the

use of three complete cycles, supporting Jennings' ídea that
policy making is a cyclical process. By utilizing three

cycles and categorizíng the entire policy process into three

sub-policies, it was possible to describe the process in

great,er detail.
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Although Jennings' model is comprehensive, the incorpo-

ration of the ideas of the preceding models aid the policy

analyst in considering a broader spectrum by formulating

questions for investigation and by spotlighting areas which

may not be considered by using Jennings alone.

TMPLI CATIONS

There are various implications which arise out of

policy to form a Board of Jewish Educat,ion. Some of

implications would be the realization of the fears which

schools expressed during t,he policy making process.

the

the

the

The first implication would be the evoLution a more

homogeneous school system. Instead of offering a wide range

of educational choices, the schools wiIl ultimately become

very similar. This would occur in response to common

curricular standards but would also reflect the community's

attitudes towards Jewish education. Today's parents do not

tend to be as devoted to a particul-ar ideology as parents

earlier in the century. eonsequently there will be, prob-

ab1y, fewer options for parents to choose from. The 1983/84

merger of Peretz School and Talmud Torah has succeeded in

offering one North End elementary school although the one

school offers separate Jewish tracks. The chance that the

Peretz School track will survive is not too good, further

decreasing educational options available.
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Unification probably means an ultimate loss of the

schools ability to maintain a distinct ideology. This will
probably be a result of a more homogenious Hebrew curriculum

across the system, but more than likely it will be a result

of the schools' Ioss of thei r strong support groups.

Partially this wiIl be a natural occurance as older members

are replaced by younger members who do not retain a strong

ideological viewpoint. Perhaps time would have destined the

schools to lose their strong ideologies without amalgama-

tion. Ultimately the goals of Jewish education will prob-

ably change in order to provide parents with the type of

education that they deem necessary for their children in

today's world.

The role that the Board of Jewish Education takes will
affect the schools. The ideas by which the schools were

formed and a sense of individual school committment could be

retained by the schools depending upon the amount of control

that the school committees can retain. This could occur if
the BJC acts as a general policy setting organization rather

than becoming embroiled in the day to day operations of the

schools. Otherwise the school committees would become

povrerless appendages of the schools with the only function

of fund-raising.

The

school s

Man i toba

consolidation of the schools should allow the

to lobby more successfully with the Province of

in securing additional funds for their operations.
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have more inftuence than each individual

EPT LOGUE

At this writing, the Board of Jewish Education has been

operating for nearly four years. Controversy stil1 exisLs

over the Board and its actions. It succeeded in merging

Peretz School and Talmud Torah in 1983. It has also peti-

tioned the Province of Manitoba to support the system as

public schools teaching heritage languages. This is partly

in response to the establishmenL of Hebrew bi-lingual

programs in some of the public schools. These programs

offer a Hebrew language along with holidays and culture

s¡ithout the necessity of paying high tuition fees. The BJE

argues that these programs are hurting the system and that

the BJE offers a heritage language program. It will be

interesting to see the outcome.

As of Septernber 1 , 1984, the size of the Board of

Jewish Education witl be reduced from 27 to 16 board

members. with eight members to be elected from the

community-at-Iarge, that must mean two representatives to be

appointed from each of Talmud torah/t.t. Peretz School,

Ramah School, Joseph Wolinsky Collegiate, and the Winnipeg

Jewish Community Council. This means that Peretz School's

represenLation is t.o be combined with that of Talmud Torah

effectively denying Peretz School a separate voice in the

BJE.
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change in
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topics lend themselves to further research,

the actions of the BJE after 1980. It would be

to determine whether the BJE denotes a real
the schools relationship with the community or

is only a perceived change in the minds of the
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more detailed history of the evolu-
and the Community CounciI.

Katz, pêrsonal interview, op.cit.
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Àppendix A

INTERVIEW QUESTIONS

1. How and when

the issue of a unified

did you become involved/interested in
Board of Jewish Education?

2

creation

What

of the

do you see as

Winnipeg Board

the issues involved in the

of .Iewish Education?

a
rJ¡

c reat i on

Who do you see

of the Winnipeg

as instrumenta1/influential in the

Board of .lewish Education?

4, How did the issue come about?

5.

it make?

þrhy

How

v¡as the Task Force

were its proposals

created? What proposals did
rece i ved?

6. what was the purpose of the rnterim Board? what

did it achieve?

7 . How vras the idea of a uni f ied schoor system

received by schools and other groups?

8. Are there any documents rerated to this subject
that I may obtain or look at?

o
J.

rega rd i ng

T s there anyone

the l,f innipeg Board

you feeL l could talk to
Jewish Education?

who

of
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1 0 . Are you avrare of any part i curar development or
circumstances which may have infruenced the outcome of the
decision of the individuar schoors to joín the winnipeg
Board of Jewish Education?

11. How do you feel about the creation of the Winnipeg

.lewish Education?Board of

12.

c reat i on

In your opinion,

of a unified Board

the implications of the

Educat i on ?

what are

of Jewish

.1 3. How do you see the role of the winnipeg Board of
Jewish Education in the future? presently?



Appendix B

BENEFICIARIES OF THE WINNIpEc JEI^¡rSH COMMUNTTy
COUNCIL

American Association for Jewish Education

B'nai Brith Camp

Canadian Jewish Congress

Chaplaincy Services

corlege and campus youth (Jewish student Àssociation)

Commission on Aging

Council of Jewish Federations and Welfare Funds

Department of Jewish Education

Federated Council of Israel Institutions

Golden Age Programs (National councir of Jewish women

Jewish Child and Family Service

Jewish Historical Society

Jewish Immigrant Aid Services

Jewish Public Library

Jewish Telegraphic Agency
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Joint Community Relalions Committee of

Canadian Jewish Congress and B'nai Brith

Presidents' council of Jewish women's organizations

glinnipeg Board of Jewish Education:

I.L. Peretz School

Ramah Hebrew School

winnipeg Hebrew school (ralmud Torah & Joseph

Wolinsky Collegiate)

Y M. H. A..lewish CommuniLy Centre



Appendix C

ALLOCATTON OF LOCAL COMBINED JEWTSH APPEÀL FUNDS

BENEF] CI ARI ES 197 9 1980

Educat i on

National & Overseas

Canadian Jewish Congress

Campaign Expenses

Community Debt

Other Local Agencies

Social Services

Youth Services

Capital Fund

EIder Iy

Community Centre

71 .4

2.1

2.1

4.9

4.9

2.8

3.5

3.3

65.4

2.4

1.8

5.4

aa

10.2

2.6

2.6

4.2
)a
J¡L

1 982

61 .2

2.4

1.7

6,0
?o
.J¡(J

2.3

9.7

2.8

1.s

4.2

4.4

rnformation gathered from The Record, 1979, 19g0, 1gg2.

1s7
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REPORT OII THE JOINT TASK TORCE

oF T!1tr

DEPARTI"IENT OF BUDGIìT ÀND ALLOCATIONS

E THE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION OF TI.IE

WINNII'EG JEh/ISH COI'II,IU¡{ITY COUNCIL

Dci-'ernber 8, L977



fntroduction & Terms of Reference

The Joint rask Force was established Ìry the Board of
Directors of the l^Ìinnipeg Jervish cornmunity council on the 2lst
of June 1977. The mandate of the Task Force was as forrows:

"to prepal:e proposals for t_he year l97B_79
that wil.1 enable the school system to operate
within the foreseeable funding avai.Iable
for the I97B-79 year and that the said com_
mittee be charged with presenting a prelim_
inary re¡rort to the Board of Directors with
regard to that problem by September 1977 and
that fol.lowing submission of the report, this
committee be used as a nucleus to establish a
Task F-orce to examine long term ¡:Ianning of the
school system".

This Task Force was established under the co-chairman-
ship of Dr. Earr Hershfielcl and Mr. David cohen and with a
nembership of lvlessrs. Robert Freedman, l,lar:vin Garf i.nkeI, hlilliam
Greenfield ancl llarvey Secter.

This report is ilre result
tions which were held subsequent to
with representatives of :

of the Task
s ubmi s sions

Force's delibera-
from and meetings

1

)

3

f " L . Pe¡:e tz Fo Ik Schoo I ,

Ramah Hebrew School,
tr{i¡rnipeg Hebrew School (Tal.mr-rcl Torah) / anrf
the Joseph Wolinsky Coltegiate, and
The Winnj peg Jewish Commrrnity CounciL.4
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The Task Force recognizes the long tradition of
Jewish Education in the city of winnipeg. rt also accepts the
strengths inherent in a system in whicir local schools reflect
the ideologies ancl traditions of the various segnents of the
community. However, because of economj-c coustraints and due to
population shifts, which are affecting the traditional areas of
Jewish popuration, a more grobar approach to meeting future
needs must be considered. The Task Force is concerned not only
with accessabitity to the school system but also wj.th the lack
of compatibility within the existing system.

The existirrg system does not necessariry alrow for
portability of the eclucation expcrrience between schools. More-
over the curricula incompatibilities of the systenr restrict and
in many eases eliminate the opportunity for children to pursue
and complete a well rounded Jervish Education. presently the
sciroors function auto¡romously but the community perceives
the Winnipeg Jewish Community Council (t^t.J.C.C. ) as having f:ull
responsibilj.ty for the ecìucation system.

The prot'Iem is not restricted to the schools receiving
support from the W.J.C.C. since there are present.ly other. schools
outside the I'l.J.C.C. funcling system. These as rvell as others Nalr
look to the w.J.c.c. for future financiar supporL. The present
approach to education does not provide for effectively dealing
wi th th i s even tt¡a 1i ty .

' The present system of funding Jervish Education has
developed in resPonse to problcms which have arisen f rom t.ime
to time and is not ¡recessarily compatible with the community,s
future long term necds. The clanger of this approach is compoun<ied
by allowing for cleficit financing ancl a grorving multiplicit.y of
schools with different points of view.
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Financial Cons idera tions

by

for

one of the major concerns that must i¡e recognized
our community is the need for continually increasing funcìs
existing programs and expansion of services to the community.

In order: that
reeds as senior citizens
rur coiurunity must do the

Distribntion of AvaiIabIe !'un<is

As is evident from the above figures, the percentageincrease for atI be¡reficiaries both educaLional and oilrers wasress than the increase in the present day inflationary rate.

funds can be made available
programs / youth services, y

folLorvirrg:

for
M. TI

such
.4., etc.

a)

b)

Raise n'ìore money
Use the fr-rncls iìVclilable to the best pr:)ssibl.e
aclvan tar ge .

I977-78 il

ncrease o
Over "A

AI locati on 197 6-1 1

A

ars I Do ars t Do ars t
f or Ecluca t ion

; for Other
Àqenc i e s

& Overseas
Jervi sh
& Commun-
Se rvicin g

rna I
i ian
'ess
rebt

$866,L72

I38,641

IL6 ,64?_ 10.4

77 .2

12 .4

907,000

143,350

118,807

12.3

r0.2

77.5 40,828

4,709

2,165

4.7L

3.40

1.86

,12I,455 100 8 1,169,L57 100 r 47 ,702 4 .25
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Although no one can disagrree that a) must be maximi zed,history had demonstrated that the'rate of increase in fundsavailabre is not even sufficient to maintain the present revelof services, ret alone provide for the new programs necessary.rn the current year, the original budgetary requests for educationwere more tha¡r what was avairable for tire total local community.Each of the schools requested what it deemecl r¡ecessary for itsneeds. The Task Force does not guestion the regitamacy of therequests f rom the individual schools. However r^re f eel that costsmust be cut in the areas of duplj-cation of staff, duplication ofadministrative personner and facilities, so that every clolrar savedmay be put to better use within the educatio¡r system, o,. for thebetterment of the total- community.

' Ar-1 submissions made to the Task Force agreed thata revised structure woulcl resurt in cost sav.ings in the provisionof educationar services. The Task Force is of the opinion thatthe cluLy of thc w.J.c.c- is to ensure that our community isconfident that thi.s body rras controi of ar.1 funds expended andcan respond to the continuing needs of the conïlunity. rn theeyes of 'bhe communi-ty tirib responsibiti.ty r-rltimately rests withthe I^/. J. C. C.
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Conc l-us ion s and Recorrune nd a t I ONS

The Ta sk Force recornrnencla t-ions
accepting the following:

are ba sed on t-he

A. Basic Princ i Ies

The avai-l¿rbiJ'iLy to arr crrirdren of the community,irrespective of the j-r geographic locatio¡r r ärì eclucationwhich meets certai.n ¡ninimum commr:nity standclrds a¡rd thatthis univer:saJ-ity apply to the entire school system fronrpre-school through gracle 12 and extend into ,re eveningschool program.

h/.J.c.c

I

.)
L

aJ

lt

That the commun.ì-ty has a ì.esponsibility
community suppo::ted Jervish Education is
to al.I cirilclren j.n tl,rc cornnì\lnity.

to
an

en s urcì
option

tha t
ava i labl e

5

That alr'o'gh t-l'ie corrulunity's responsibility foreducation is grobal, locar participatj-on must be co¡rtinuedat the indivicf r,rar schoor rever. This participation isessential.

The w'J-c.c. shourcr not be clirectly involved rvith thedelivery of services within the eciucationar systern.rt must be assured tÌ'rat the structure of the educationsysten is srrch th.rt the costs al:e within the comrnunity,sability to Ëâ)/, mcets t'e commun-ity, s requirements ancroperates ef f ir:.i.ently.

Tirat durinc¡ tl're transibi.onar:y periocr tire existing i¡oardsof the c:onrìt-i'cr.rcllt scho.>rs (jnsLrrc th;rt- arr- commj.tment_:;a¡rd undert-al<i'gs are c:o11sist..e¡rt ancl cornpatibr.e wi th tire¡:rincipJ.cs, object-ives, and r..spo¡rsij¡iri.tics of t¡e fur-ur:e
Ilo,lrc_i o J. ticìr_tca r-.i.o¡r .
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t) Schedule for Im Iementa tio n

t . January l, l9 7 B üstablishment of
of Educati-on

the fnte¡:im Boarcl

2. November 1, l97B Electi,on of tire Board of Education

3 . January l_ , Ig7 g

4. August 3I , IgTg

5. September 1, 1979

6. September 1, Lg-/g

Existing boards of ,the constituent
scirools are relieved of aÌ1 respon*
s j"bilities for schooJ_ operations.

Board of
replaces

The lloard of Eclucation
responsibility for the

Ecìucation takes office ancl
the Interim Boarcì of Eclucation.

assrìmes full
Sys tem.

Local_ school colrunittees assunle
responsibilities as committees
the Boarcl o f Ecluca tion .

net{

of

C Interim Board of iìCucat_i-o¡r

The r¡rteri-¡n lloard of Eciucation repraces the exisLingDepartme¡rt of IÌclucation as of January r, rgTB a¡rd tl-rernterim l30ard of trduqation be empowered Lo engage astaf f person to ¡:erform ,re support functions necessa'yancl such staff person be resporsiL¡1e to the rnteri¡nBoa::d of Dclucation -

2. Inte::im Boarcl of Iìclr-rcation to co¡rsist of :

I

Cha,tr¡nan

Dc pair t¡ne ¡r t:

beirrq thc currenl-. chairm¿ìn ol, Lhr.r
of lr-clrrcatiolr.

¿r)
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l-¡) One representative appointecl by each
constituent schools of the System.

The fnterim Boarcl of Education shall
additionat committees and each of the
shalJ- appoint one member each to each
corruni ttee s - Thes e commi t tee s to be :

of the four

establish Lhe following
constituent schools
of these three neh/

c) Four members of the Task Force.

Alt existing standing committees presentry reporting
to the Departmr-r¡r t of Eciucation continLre in prace anclsha1l report to the rnterim Bo.r¡:c' 0f Eclucation.

a) Constitutio n Committee
comlng into exjstence
delineatir-rg:

prepare for the
of Educatj.on by

which
of the

shall
Board

i) the legal status of the Doard of Education;

ii) the
ancl

betrveen the Board of Education
Jew,.i-sh Comnrunity Council ;

the author j-ty of the Board of Education to
discharge its responsibil.ities to the Jewish
Cornmunity inclucling the orcierly assumption bytire lfoard of a1l the assets ancl Iiabilities of
thc e:çisti.ng constituent schools;

relationship
the I{inn rpeg

iii)

iv) the constitution
ratification by
Counci I .

the Boarcl of Education for
Wj.nnipcA Jervish Conrmunity

of
thc
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o.') 'Administr
a t i-on Commi ttee which shall:

i) review a¡rcl ¿ìpprove for the l97B:79 sc'ool
ycar the br_:dqets of the constituent schools
as prepared by the existing rocal sc'rool boards,-

ii) develop the st¡:ucture for the management ofthe eclucatio¡r system incl_uding job clescriptions
for: the personnel required for the management
structurer ärd this materiar sharl be avairablefor the approval and impJ_ementation by the
Bc¡arc1 of Eclucation;

iii ) ¡'cvicrv the e;.:isting school facilities
capita.l requil:enìents as they relate toproposed unifiecl educational system;

iv) ascert.r.in tlre eco¡lomies to be effectecl
elelnentary school in ilre north end and
e_l.ementary scirool in the souil-r end of

and future
the

by a single
a single

the city;

v) devr.:lop a plan ancl scheclule for t'e Board ofEducation to assume the assets ancl tiabiri.ies
of thc,. constituent schools so as to ensure trrattire Boar.l of liclucation i.s not, immediateJ_y uponteiking of f ice, burdened w-ith the äccLlnrurot*.i
def ici.ts of the constituent schools.

u l.. unl Conm.i- 1-tee which shall:c ) Curr i<;

(lnsur(' tliat
coÌ1 l;tit.ircnt

the curricu.'l.a offerecl l¡y all the
scitooJ-s arc comlratibl-c rvith cach

i)
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otherr ât both the same grade level.s andconsecutive leve1-s of eclucation, while nrain_taining the flexibilitl, ¡ìecessary to meet theaspirations of the diverse groups within the
conurìun i t!',

ii) ::evierv the high school
that it car¡ accomoclate

' primar:y schools of the

curriculu¡n to ensure
graduates of any of the
Sys tem i

iii)

iv)

rev-r'ew the elementary scrroor curricura Lo en.surethat at1 their graäuates irave the necessaryqualifications required for entrance to tirecommunity high school;

es.tabi-ish the manclator),, recjuirements for theteachi'ng of yiclclish, liebrew and related subjectsin 'rl r schoors receiving f inancial support f ro:ntire Roarc-l of Education:

D. The Board of Education

. ,Ihe Board of
take office in January
Èlr^ !,^..i ct - rur.ç rrlrr.Lre(.1 Syf-;tem at

IìCucat_.io¡l shalI bc elected in November 197g,1979, atrcl assume fulL responsibility forthc contmence¡nent of the school year 1979_1980.

1 I'he Boarcl of Educati_on shail be e-lectecl
rneet.ing of the Delcgatc Assemb1l, of thei¡r the same m¿ìn¡)er ¿ìs the rncmbers; of LheWinnipeg .jewj sh Cornmut.rity CounciI.

l:y and
Jervi sh

boa¡'d

at the
Comrnuni t-y
of thc
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The members of the tsoard of Education sharr elect a
chairn.¡an from thei.r rnidst who sharr ar_so serve as thevice-President of Ecrucat--i-o¡r of the rvinnipeg Jervish
community council- so as to provicie .liaison between ilresetlo corporate boc.iies.

llhe lloard o f Educati on shal l
responsibilities fo:: :

be cl.iargecl with the

a)

3

b) establishment of the profes.sional management
and engagement of: the ¡ìccessat_y pcrsonneJ-;

budgeting
inc 1uclin g

c) conditions and standarcls of
recrui tment a¡rcl termination
the unified system,

anci financial control of the uni.fied
tuition poli.cy cìncl colLection;

sys tem

s truc ture

employment including
of all personnel rvithin

d ) implementation ancl
approved standarcls
commLln i ty .

l¡ LocaI School Commi ttees:
Tile local school

Board of Education shall:

maint-e¡rance of the from time to time
of education as requirecl by the

cornmittee being committees of the

1 ensure the curriculum of each of t,l.re
meets the manda tory requ i. remen L:; o f
bilt ntoreover reflccts the particular
segment of Lhe conrmunity it servcsi

schools not only
the Board of Educat,ion
reqitirements of the

2. cc¡nl-i.ll,r.r alt .'l.ocai- fnltcl rai.si.g ¿:rr:tivi-t-i.es;
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3 provlde riaison between the parents, s tuclents ancl
local schoor in particurar ancr the overarr unified
system in g'eneraI.

the
school


